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Tonight and
Tuesday; Temper
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LQRIMER TO KEEP

INVESTIGATING

RECOMMENDS
COMMITTEE
HIS "RETENTION.

THE ONLY CONSISTENT

ACTION

STATES
OTHER

COMMISSION

THE

IT

COULD TAKE NO
COURSE IN MATTER.

NO NEW CHARGES ARE PROVED
HAD ALREADY
AS THE SENATE
CLEARED HIM IT SHOULD
DO SO AGAIN.

of
Washington, May 20 The case
whose
Senator Lorimer uf Illinois,
election was alleged to have been
corruption,
brought about thrduglh
was placed berore the senate today
for final action. Majority and minority reports were made by the special
investigating committee, the former
upholding the latter and condemning
the senator. The majority reported
.... . nrnaw a hunt olv Tin Tl P W RUb- 11
1 IUC1C
nin..n..u..i
stnatial evidence discovered on the
his election being
the 'logical result of existing political
conditions in Illinois."
The minority reported that the second Investigation conclusively established that at least ten of the votes
cast fox Lorimer were corrupt and
that his election therefore was lnval
Id. The minority report was signed
by Senators Kern and Lea, demo
crats, and Kenyon, republican.
That Senator Lorimer should retain his seat in the senate was set
forth today by the majority of the
senate special Lorirner committee in
their report to the senate. It was
submitted by Chairman Dillingham
and had the approval of Senators
Gamble and Jones, republican, and
Fletcher and Johnston of Alabama,
democrats.
The majority took tne position that
the senate, having once "solemnly
and deliberately" passed upon the
charges against Senator Lorimer, he
should be permitted to retain his seat
unless new and convincing evidence
had been produced establishing corruption in his election. Absolutely
evidence"
no "new and substantial
had been produced at the
the majority said, and consequently they declared the rules of
Justice required the former judgment
of the senate, upholding Mr. Lorimer
to stand.
The report dealt at length with the
evidence In an endeavor to show
nothing substantia! had been produced against Senator Ixrrmer. It also
reviewed the legal authorities to
show that the first investigation of
the senate should be taken as final.
The controlling factor, In the action
the case,
of the senate in
that
was
reports
so the majority said,
a fund of $100,000 was raised by or
through the efforts of Edward Hlnes,
a Chicago lumberman, to secure the
election of Senator Lorimer.
The majority rejected the version
Clarence S. Punk, ganeral manager of
comHarvester
the International
held
he
pany, gave of a conversation
Union
tfce
in
League
Hines
Mr.
with
club at Chicago just after Senator
Larimer's election. K was during
this conversation that Funk claims
Hines asked for a flMOO contribution to a "$105,000 for Larimer" fund
The majority said that Mr. Funk's
testimony stood uncorroborated either by other witnesses or by any clr- comstances.
"In view of the fact that It was
known to Mr. Hlnes,'' said the committee, "that the relations existing
between the officers of the Internacompany and Mr.
tional Harvester
Lorimer were those of opponents
rather than friends, It is improbable
that he would seek from Mr. Funk,
the representative of that corporation, a contribution to aid in the election of Mr. Lorimer."
In discussing Mr. Funk's testimony
that he had heard reports of Mr.
Hines activities at Springfield, the
11 1
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,
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LuMt KUMISt MAN

COLONEL

SENATE
OF

.. . -,
majority declared mat "such reports
Mr.
in
Funks'
must have had birth
Imagination."
Comment was passed on the fact
that for many months H. H. Kohlsaat.
editor of the Chicago Record Herald,
lames Keeley, editor of the Chicago
Tribune: Victor F. lawson. owner ot
the Chicago News, and Colonel Theodore Roosevelt knew oT Mr. Funk1
position and none saw fit to bring
the Information to the attention of i HAT IS THE ONLY BASIS UPON
WHICH ROOSEVELT WILL
any person connected with any investigation.
COMPROMISE.
"Tn fact the Funk testimony," 'the
report said, "bas been taken cum
grano sails by nearly everyone who WILL NOT QUIT THE RACE
has heard it. Mr. Funk himself a
mltted that he thought his story
HE SAYS HE IS NOT A PERSONALwould not be believed."
ITY BUT THE REPRESENTAThe committee reported that it did
TIVE OF THE CAUSE.
not find Mr. Hines was flattered by
Aldric
being consulted by Senators
and Penrose in regard to the desire
TAKES A SLAP AT MR. TAFT
to have some republican elected to
the senate from Iillinois.
"His sense of the Importance ot SAYS HIS SUPPORTERS WILL BE
WILLING TO ABANDON HIM
the matter," It was said, "was greatly
enhanced When he knew that they
FOR DARK HORSE.
had been in conference with the president and that Mr. Lorimer's candiCambridge, O., May 20. Colonel
dacy would not be objectionable to Roosevelt served notice
today that he
him."
would resist any compromise at the
'Expert accountants employed by
national convention.
the committee, It was stated, had republican
can be no compromise," he
"Thole
failed to find any evidence in the
said here. "Some of our opponents
books of Edward Hlnes or Edward
are saying that neither Mr. Taft nor
Tilden in connection with a Ixirimor I
should be nominated. I'll name the
election fund.
compromise candidate. He will be
The committee next considered the me."
testimony of William W. Burgess 01
"If this was an ordinary fight beDuluth, Minn., that C. F. Wlehe, tween mere factions, a compromise
brother-in-laof Mr. Hines, had stat- would be
all right. But this is not
ed in a smoking room of a sleeping an
factional fight. This is
ordinary
car that, foe had contributed $10,iM)0 a conflict between the voters who
to the Lorimer election fund.
make up at least 80 or 90 per cent
The reports stated "with a con of the republican party on one side
vincing array of evidence in denial of and on the other side the men who
all the facts uoulained in Mr. Bur- .have assumed to boss the republican
gess' testimony, and in view of the party without reference to the wishes
Improbability that a man of Mr. of the majority of the voters.
Wlehe's intelligence and business ex"When the two forces opposed are
perience should, in a public place and of that stamp there can be no comproto ah utter stranger, have confessed mise. I am not surprised at the stateto having part, in ar Infamous pro- ment of two Taft delegates that they
ceeding, this committee cannot oth- would be delighted to abandon Mr.
erwise than discard the testimony Taft and take a dark horse if they
of Mr. Burgess as proof of any facts could get any votes by it. Take the
alleged."
country as a whole and the men beThe committee considered the at- hind Mr. Taft don't care a rap tor
take any man if
tempt to impeach the testimony of hiin: they would
Oharles McGowan, the young Cana- they could beat me."
dian who testified in Wiehe's behalf.
This impeachment was sought by priA BUNCH OF SILVER
vate detectives with a stenographer
Rock Springs, Wyo., May 20
and telephonic apparatus extending james Smith, colored porter of the
into a room in which Mr. McGowan private car of Manager Colter, of
was supposed to have acknowledged Coles Brothers circus, has been arresthaving perjured himself. The com- ed here on a charge of stealing $200
repro- in
mittee related an attempted
quarters, all of which were found
duction of the condition under which on him. Early reports stated that the
the stenographic report of McGow- - ticket wagon of the circus had been
an's conversation was made, and add- - held up by mounted bandits who se- were so disas cured $1,700 in money and jewelry.
ed that the results
trous to the claims made by the The jewelry reported stolen was restenographer as to satisfy the com- covered in trunks in the car.
mittee that no depenuence whatever
could be placed upon his testimony.
Tne committee passed judgment STATE WILL ATTACH
upon some of the prominent features
of the first investigation which were
S. P. HOLDINGS
the further subject of inquiry at the
!
second investigation. The sensatlon-al account by former State Represen-- ! CALIFORNIA WILL ENDEAVOR TO
tative Oharles A. White of receiving
REDEEM OIL LAND'S ALLEGED
Lorimer election money was proTO BE STOLEN.
nounced "as a pure fabrication so far
as it relates to the election o Senator
Ixis Angeles, Calif., May 1'0. FederIxjrimer."
al officials here announced todaV tost
The committee advanced the theo- within six wees the ervre holdings
ry that instead of Senator f&nleT W. of the Southern Pacific railroad comHolstlaw baving been paTO $2,500 for pany in tbe oil sections of California
having voted for lorimer it might would be attached by the government.
have been paid by liquor interests to The railroad's holdings in the state
defray his election expenses although :are worth millions, comprising much
of the richest of the oil lands.
pasing as a "dry."
the
of
all
The next step in the hearing ina
Consideration
"From
it was explained, volving the Elkhill lands, which the
circumstances,"
"the committee is satisfied that government is now seeking to reHolstlaw was the candidate of the claim, will be a probe of the comliquor interests in bis senatorial dis- pany's books to San Francisco. The
trict and was elected by them; that hearing has been adjourned until
he was subjected to large campaign June 1.
Through a copy of a lease, the govexpenses, and money being dearer to
conelaimed to have proven the
felt
ernment
he
his
him than
reputation,
vinced that he would not be likely to existence of a giganitic consiparcy,
incur such expenses unless assured formed, it was alleged, to defraud
that the land they
that be would he reimbursed. It is the state;
was in
as agricultural
conceded that liquor legislation has selected
territory and
been one of the prominent and con- reality rich
tinuing elements in the Illinois gen that patents were rushed through in
eral assembly, and John Broderick, the name of the Kern Trading and
being a saloon keeper in the city of Oil company. The government alleges
Chicago, was naturally a representa- this concern Is nothing but a "dumtive of the liquor Interests and money my" and is in reality the Southern
passing from him to Holstlaw is a Pacific company itself.
Special Assistant Attorney General
feature of the case so suggestive in
N. Mills left for Washington toW.
considerathe absence of any other
tion for its payment as to raise a day and will present to the attorney
general the facts upon which a blan
ket complaint will be framed.
n
(Continued
Pnge Four).
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TODAY

IN CONGRESS.

Washington, May 20. Senate: Met
noon; reports of majority and mi
nority of Lorimer investigating committee submitted; majority upholding Senator Lorimer's right to retain
his seat, minority condemning him.
Senator Crawford introduced a proposed constitutional amendment to
limit terms of federal judges of inferior courts to 10 years.
House: Met at 11 a. m. and considered miscellaneous legislation on
regular alendar.
introducer!
alive Alktu
i;.
resolution directing Secretary Wilson
to report the circumstances uuder
which his son was appointed to a position witih a Colorado irrigation company.
Judiciary committee continue! its
investigation into chargies against
of
Judge Archbald,
C. G. Boland being continued.
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JOY PARTY ENDED
IN DEATH

OF ALL

WOMEN
AUTO
WHEN
INTO RIVER.

THREE MEN AND TWO
DROWNED
PLUNGES

May 20. Five persons,
Chicago,
three men and two women, were
drowned early today wnen the automobile in which
they were riding
plunged into the Calumet river at

the

Ninety-secon- d

None of

street bridge.
the names of the victims

so far has been learned by the police anil only one of the bodies has
been recovered. On-- of the women
jumped into the river as the embank
ment was reached, according to a
watchman. Her body was recovered.
The woman was apparently 24 years
old and tbe initials "A. M." were on
a bracelet worn by her.
The automobile, which was going
about 30 miles an hour, turned completely over as It went Into the river.
Only one of the party was seen afterwards. One of the men sa'm for
The watchman
several minutes.
threw him a life preserver, but he apparently did not see It and went
down.
The bridge had been swung to allow a boat to pass and although a

warning was shouted to the driver
of the machine by the watchman, the
former was unable to apply the
brakes in time to avoid the accident.
a fireman on the
William
fire tug Illinois, saw the machine as
it plunged Into the river. By the time
the fire boat had been released from
its moorings the victims had sunk.
Examination of the car definitely
established that it was owned by
Mrs. C. F. Spalding of this city. It
was driven by John
Buchanan, a
chauffeur temporarily
employed by
Mrs. Spalding, who took the car without permission and Invited two girls
and two boy friends to ride with him.
Pe-pha-

Alatorre, In command of the j M
rebel garlson at Escalon loosened the
brakes on a half dozen freight cars
and started them on the downward
grade toward the advamiu? enemy
A broken bridge asperated the trains,
but the federal commander appeared
unwilling to take any chances and
immediately his locomotive was rever
Colonel

IS NAMED.

FEDERALS SECURE

SUNDAY'S

I

I

1

I

1 1 1

HIK

CITY EDITION.

Louisville, Ky., May 20. Atlanta,
Ga., was selected today as post for
the 1913 general assembly of ?tihe
church. ReNorthern Presbyterian
OF
A
ports of committees, advocating the
policy of providing definite pension
or annuities for all ministers based
upon the period of service rendered,
and the recommendation of a church- wide movement to secure a perma
nent endowment fund of $10,000,000 CAPTURE GUADALUPE, A SMALL
to be divided between the board of
TOWN 35 MILES ROM EL PA60,
ministerial relief and that of the minON RIO GRANDE
isterial sustenatlon fund, received
the attention of the general assembly
today. The woman's board of home BATTLE MAY BE EXPECTED
missions convened in annual meeting
today.
REBELS HAVE SENT MEN TO RE-

National League:
New York S; Cincinnati i.
St. Louis 3; Philadelphia 2.
Chicago 2; Brooklyn 6.
American League:
No games scheduled.
American Association:
Kansas City 9; St. Paul 8.
Louisville 6; Indianapolis 9.
Milwaukee 1; Minneapolis 10.
Columbus R; Toledo 5.

Tffmjrfm

takes a homesick
man to fully appreciate home.
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GUILTY

IS PLEA

OF TWO IN
COURT

sed.
HARRY M'COY AND REFUGIO

Rebels Claim Victory.
Jiminez, Mex., May 20. Ninety

ADMIT

GUILT

WHEN

RAEL

AR-

volunteers of the government force
RAIGNED
and 20 rebels were killed at Pedri-cen- a
southwest of Torreon last TuesTERM OPENED TODAY
day, accordin gto couriers
reaching MAY
General Orozco's
headquarters here
today from Colonel Canales, the rebel SMALL NUMBER OF CRIMINAL
commander.
CASES ON DOCKET; SESSION
REINPLACE WHILE
TAKE
The fighting lasted ten hours after
TO BE 8HORT
FORCEMENTS ARE COMING.
which tbe rebels claim they entered
the town. The insunectos claim to
have taken 100 prisoners and much
GRANTED
IS
CITIZENSHIP
AMERICANS WATCHING BORDER ammunition. After the
fight, the rebels continued their march to join
ANY OF THE Generals Campa and Argumedo tn PA8TOR
PREVENT
OF IMMACULATE
WILL
their advance on Torreon. An unconCHURCH RECEIVES
FROM CROSSCOMBATTANTS
firmed but reliable report is that
ING INTO THE U. 8.
FINAL PAPER3
were
Colonels Amay and Canales
wounded, the former seriously.
El Paso, Texas, May 20. GuadaTaking advantage of the provision
tbe new constitution which allows
of
lupe, a deserted town of adobe, three
British Ship to Aid Country men
miles south of the Rio Grande and
accused
persons to waive Investiga20.
Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mex., May
35 miles east of here, was entered
the
tion
grand jury, two prisonby
The British gunboat Algerine arrived
ers this morning pleaded guilty beby a column of 200 federals at noon at
Mazatlan last night preporatort
today without resistance. If success- to a cruise along the west coast of fore Judge David J. Leahy at the
of the May term of the disful in holding the place against the
Mexico to pick up refugees. Two hun opening
rebels, the Mexican government will dred rebels captured by federal scouts trict court for San Miguel county. The
first was Refugio Rael, who pleaded
make a port of entry of the town,
today were sent to Mazatlan to be put
guilty to stealing a burro, the owner
substituting it for one which it lost on board the Mexican gunboat
of
which is unknown. Judge Leahy
when Juarez was taken by the rebels.
to the penal colony at Marias
sentenced the man to from one year
A force of 200
rebels was dis- Island.
Rebel leaders have notified
patched from Juarez to drive the fed- Southern Pacific officials that rail- to 15 months in the state penitenerals from Guadalupe.
tiary. Owing to extenuating circumThey will not road
bridges will be burned if federal stances and
reach there before nightfall. Meanprevious good character
troops are carried on trains.
of the man, the court suspended sentime the federals are bringing up antence during good behavior.
other column behind Guadalupe to
The second culprit to plead was Harengage the Invading rebels. No firFOR MURDER DURING STRIKE.
McCoy, who admitted the theft of
ry
ing is possible into American terri20.
A
special
Salem, Mass., May
a
of revolvers from the Central
as
is
far
removed
pair
tory,
Guadalupe
venire of 100 jurymen reportsd to
from the border, but the border pa- the Essex county court here today hotel several weeks ago. McCoy, actrol of American troops has been ex- in readiness for the trial of the sev- cording to the statement ot District
tended to Tornillo to prevent the eral men indicted on a murder charye Attorney Charles W. G. Ward, has
crossing of armed men from either as a result of the killing of a woman been a persistent user of drugs and
side.
terrible ilu
In the street riots during the recent alao ia tuttitag
ease. Mr. Ward said, if he beiievsd
Ca
Lowell.
in
Joseph
textile strike
the young man could be restored to
Wire Communication Restored
ruso, who is accused of having fired health
by serving a term in the peniAt General Orozco's Headquarters, the fatal shot, Is to be tried as princiMay 20, 11 a. m. Bridge burning, wire pal and Joseph J. Ettor, a socialist tentiary under the care of skillful
cutting and the resultant destruction editor and agitator, and hh3 asslstaut., physicians, he would recommend that
of property along the line of railroads Giovannitti, are to be tried as acces- he be given a long sentence, but that,
if he were convinced that it would be
in this vicinity has brought forth an sories.
for the good of McCoy to be released,
of
notes
between
Marion
excange
he would recommend that the senLetcber, the American consul at Chitence he suspended. Judge Leahy orhuahua, and Jose E. Cordova, secredered that a doctor be instructed to
tary of state of Chihuahua. Cordova PRESIDENT NAVIN
examine McCoy and report at the
today notified Orozco, that, in anafternoon session.
swer to a note from Mr. Letcher proto order by Judge
testing against the destruction af railIS A GOOD SPORT Court atwas10called
o'clock
this morning.
Leahy
road property In which Americans are
In
to
attemplng
empanel
grand and
sent
a
he
counter
note
had
interested,
declaring that the depredations re- AGREES TO PAY ALL FINES AS- petit juries the venires were exhausted and the court ordered special veferred to were the work of the Made-rista- s
DETROIT
SESSED AGAINST
returnable this afternoon to be
nires,
or government agents.
ENDS.
PLAYERS; STRIKE
drawn. It was expected that the
For some weeks the rebels have
juries will be empaneled and ready
been greatly handicapped by the
Philadelphia, May 20. The baseball
wrecking of the bridges between here strike inaugurated by the Detroit for work before adjournment this afand Chihuahua. The latest Instance team last Saturday came to an end ternoon.
The judge appointed court official a
was Saturday night when the teleNavin ot
today when President Frank
graph wires were cut at points north the Detroit club, announced in the ae follows: Susan o Montano, grand
and south of Santa Rosalia, which is
the jury bailiff; Ramon TJlibarri, court
presence of all the players that
a,
behind the rebel army here. Wire team would play in Washington to- crier; J. G. Alarcon and Filadelfo
Luis
petit Jury bailiffs;
Armilp.
communication was restored today.
morrow without the services of "Ty" court
Ga&egWi
interpreter; Rafn
foi
suspended
still
stands
who
Cobb,
grand jury Interpreter.
Troops Sent to Guadalupe.
his attack on a spectator In New
The criminal cases are be ing prose20.
Colonel
week.
Mex.,
Juarez,
May
York last
cuted
by District Attorney Charles
Pascual Orozco, Sr., father of the milplayers he W. G.
Mr. Navln told the
Ward, assisted by Charles
susor
the
is
to
have
in charge
the would do his utmost
itary chief who
his deputy. Mr. Hedgcock
Hedgoock,
garrison here received word at 11 pension of Cobb lifted at the earliest will have
of the presentation
charge
would
o'clock today that 30 rebel ruralos in possile moment, and that he
of evidence before the grand jury.
on
the
35
of
town
inflicted
miles
east
the
Guadalupe,
take off all fines
The trial call, It was expected, would
of here along the Rio Grande, had players for their strike. The play- be
prepared during the afternoon.
on
this
been attacked by 200 federals from ers have consented to jfturn
are only 16 cases on the crimThere
Colonel Orozco imme- promise, because they feel that Mr.
San Ignacio.
inal docket. Some of the alleged ofdiately ordered 200 men from here Navin was an innocent sufferer in fenders are not under arrest and it
to
the Guadalupe garrison. this extraordinary affair. The play is not
likely that several of the other
It was reported today tna: the ers desire it distinctly understood cases will
come to trial, as the deMexican government will make a de- that the principle involved on which
fendants are expected to plead guilty.
termined effort to take Guadalupe they struck will be taken np and
This morning Rev. Father A. Rabey-roll- e
and establish there a port of customs fought to a finish with the American
was examined for final naturalientry. Since the taking by tho Teb league.
zation papers. After hearing Father
els of Juarez, the Mexican governThe players announced In the preswitnesses, Frank Roy
ment has no border point near here ence of Mr. Navin that, hereafter, If RabeyroIIe's
and Guillermo Garcia, Judge Leahy
through which it could obtain muni- they have their'way, an investigation announced that the petition would be
tions of war. It Is expected that the shall be made before a player is susFather Rabeyrolle was
granted.
Mexican govarnment wffl ask the pended. Mr. Navin promised the playborn in France. He has been residUnited States to make Tornillo, Tex- ers and announced It in the presence
ing In New Mexico, however, for 15
as, opposite Guadalupe, temporarily a of the newspaper men, that he would
years. He la pastor of the Church of
customs port.
take up with the American league the the Immaculate Conception and at
the players
question of protecting
jone time was chaplain of the terriU.-- j
Battling With Box Cars
against unsportsmanlike conduct by rial pentientlary. Edward E. Hay ward,
At the Rebel Front, Escalon, May spectators. The players say that this
a citizen of Great Britain, was being
20. General Huerta's federal
army action wag not take as a result of examined for final naturalization
made no effort today to crowd the anything Ban Jobnson has done; that when the noon hour arrived.
rebel lines. His vanguard is several their fight against what they termed
miles In the rear of Its position yes- the arrogance of the American league
BUTTER AT 27 CENTS
terday, due to what he calls another president Is still on. While no offiattemp to dynamite his troop trains. cial announcement of the subject has
Elgin, III, May 20. The quotation
Near Zavalza oday, one of the fed- been made, it Is expected that Cobb committee of the Elgin board of trade
eral trains supported by a column of will be back In the game by
today declared butter firm at 27
cents.
cavalry fas moving slowly northward.
la-foy-
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MONDAY,

lAY

""WO

In the estate cllgether in
left by her grandfath afternoon.

m entitled to share

"I WILL

BE READY

Borne $880,000

on the tame that he had been driven away
As a result of this tnior- - ioub women.

a restaurant

warranted in
er. Entrance to the exclusive bttne mation the police felt
action.
definite
the
to
had
taking
been
easy
of the Elmands
The evenlna of October ID Chief In-minister as the pastor of the church
a
short
in
and
the family attended,
spector Dugan and members of
for
suitor
as
was
accepted
force went to the home of Mr. Ed- he
time
mand. on Devon street in Brookline,
the daughter's hand.
At the same time Rlcheson was to arrest Rev. Mr. Rlcheson on
meeting Miss Linnell aa formerly. But suspicion that he was guilty of mur1

WHENYOUWANT

MUSIC LOVERS ON

At another church three youni
men interrupted the service one
day. Simultaneously rising et
of the minister if he

aujw
" carry out nis promise u

TIPTOE

lntj

nmrr her.
the
The sensation lea tne aeacons
mix-

thei""""
nation.

LAST WEEK OF OUR

MID - SEASON SALE

FOR

during which you can buy Seasonable Merchandise at

HAROLD I

-

astoni-

shing" low prices.

Rlcheson entered Newton TheologicIn the fall of 1906 and EVERYBODY 18 ANXIOUS TO HEAR
Wearing apparel bought this week will greatly reduce
POLISH
FAMOUS
THE
course
1909.
his
in
During
graduated
the cost of your summer clothes.
VIOLINIST.
be earned money by working in res
it
taurants and shoe store. He was
The music-lover- s
of this city and
called to the Hyannis church in 190!)
m.t
the
surrounding territory are on the
and remained there until June, 1910,
of expectation for Wednesday
when he resigned to accept the pastor- tip-to-e
ate of the Immanuel Baptist church in night, at the Duncan opera house will
ALL WOMEN'S SUITS at 25 PER CENT DSICOUNT
Cambridge. Rumors of his interest in be heard Haroldi, the great Polish
tri
"
women while a preacher in Massachu- violinist whose unprecedented
DRESSES at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
ALL
officers.
current. Miss Ed- umphs have brought him fame and
been
have
setts
until
Th CSV? vigil was kept up
COLORED WASH GOODS at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
upon the arrest of her fiance, "bravos" from coast to coast. Not
-.
-a maul who aDoearea mands,
ua.j.i6- u
, ft
of
tour
Camlridge to escape publicity since the days of the iiitial
WOOL DRESS GOODS and SILKS at 20 per cent DISCOUNT
in the kitchen was prevailed to notify
in the noted virtuoso's counterpart,
been
has
is
it
engaged
said,
and,
were
Mr. Edmands that the officers
95c
has a concert artist been
$1.25 LINGERIE WAISTS
work.
outside and would break in if the door charity
as
ovations
tremendous
such
Interest in the case was Intensified given
depressed. was not opened at once. At 7 o'clock
$2.00
$2.50 LINGERIE WAISTS
"I will be ready when yon want there the girl appeared
December 20 when it became that have been showered upon
on
her
cheeks,
down
rolled
General
tears
Richeson
to
At
times
he said
me. warden,"
the police were admitted.
$2.25
$3.00 SILK WAISTS
bat offi when she returned to her lodging was found in bed. He was ordered to known that Richeson had mutilated
Bridge late last night
Polish
violinist
the
brilliant
While
Charles
the
at
cell
seemed cheerful
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der existing laws, or whose claims
in the bureau of pensions
may, by application to Tue commissioner of pensions, In such form as
he may prescribe, receive the beneOLD
fits of this act; and nothing herein
contained shall prevent any pensioner or person entitled to a pension
from prosecuting his claim and receiving a pension under any other
law at the same time or for the same
WILL period that he is receiving a pension
NEW
MEXICO
SENATOR
HELP THE "OLD BOYS" GET
under the prqvislons of this act:
INCREASED CHECKS.
Provided further, that no person who
Is now receiving or shall hereafter re.
Thoniag B. Catron, senator from ceive a greater pension, under any
New Mexico, has taken a lively in- other general or special law, than he
terest In the pension act passed by would be entitled to receive under
the present congress on the eleventn the provisions herein shall be pen.
day of this month. Mr. Catron de- sionable under this act.
Sec. 2. That rank In the service
sires, through The Optic, to call particular attention to the clause which shall not be considered in applicaprovides that no pension attorney or tions filed hereunder.
claim agent shall be entitled to a
Sec. 3. That no pension attorney,
fee for presenting the claims of any claim agent, or other person shall be
soldiers to the pension bureau. Mr. entitled to receive any compensation
Oatron also wishes it understood that for services rendered in presenting
he will be pleased to send to every any claim to the bureau of pensions,
applicant the proper blanks for ap- or securing any pension, under this
plication for pensions and do all in act, except in applications for original
his power to secure the granting of pension oy persons who have not
heretofore received a pension
worthy applications.
The complete pension act is as folSec. 4. That the benefits of this
lows:
', act
shall include any person who
An act granting pensions to certain served during the late Civil war, or
enlisted men, soldiers, and officers In the war with Mexico, and who is
who served in the Civil war and the now or may hereafter become enwar with Mexico.
titled to pension under the acts of
R
it putted by the senate and June 27. 1890, February 15, 1895, and
house of representatives of the Unit- the joint resolutions of July i, 1902,
ed States of America In congress as- and June 28, 1906,
or the acts ot
sembled, that any person who served January 29, 1887, March 3, 1892, and
X) days or more in the military or February 17, 1897.
naval service of the United States
Sec. r. That it shall be tne duty
during the late Civil war, who has of the commissioner of pensions, as
been honorably discharged therefrom, each application for pension under
and who has reached the age of 62 this act is adjudicated, to cause to
years or over, shall, upon making be kept a record showing the name
roof of such facts, according to such and length of service of eadh claimrules and regulations as the secretary ant, the monthly rate of payment
of the interior may provide, be plac- granted to or received by him, and
ed upon the pension roll and be en- the county and state of his residence;
titled to receive a pension as follows: and shall at the end of the fiscal
In case such person has reached the year 1914 tabulate the record so obage of 62 years and served 90 days, tained 'by state and counties, and
$13 per month; six months, $13.50 per shall furnish certified copies theremonth; one year, S14 per month; one of upon demand and the payment of
and a half years, $14.50 per month: such fee therefor as is provided by
two years, $15 dollars per month; law for certified copies of records in
two and a half years, $15.50 per the executive departments.
month; three years or over, $16 per
Approved, May 11, 19 12.
month. In case such person has
reached the age of 66 years and servPASSING OF OLD LANDMARK.
ed 90 days,
$15 per
Washington, D. C, May 20. The
month; six
months, $15.50 per month; one yefir, rap of the auctioneer's hammer re$16 per month; one and a half years, sounded today through the corridors,
$16.50 per month; two years, $17 per parlors and chambers of the Arlingmonth; two and a half years, $18 per ton hotel, marking the beginning of
month; three years or over, $19 per the end of that famous old hostelry.
month. In case such person has The entire furnishings of the hotel
reached the age of 70 years nad serv- are being sold at auction and when
ed 90 days;
$18 per
month; six the sale is finished the old bullltngs
month, $19 per month; one year, $20 will be dismantled and out of the deb.
per month; one and a half years, ris will arise the New Arlington,
$21.50 per month; two years, $23 per
to be one of the finest hotels
month; two and a half years, $24 per la the country. .
month; three years or over, $25 per
Washington hotels possess an inmonth.
In case such person lhas terest of their own. To the great travreached the age of 75 years and eling public they are more than
served 90 days, $21 per month; six mere commercial institutions they
month, $22.50 per month; one j'ear, invest themselves with an nistoric in$24 per month; one and a half years, terest which hardly attaches to pub
$27 per month; two years or over, lic hostelries in other
great cities
$30 per month. That any person who For many years
the Arlington has
served in the military or naval ser- been one of the landmarks of the navice of the United States during the tional capital. The hotel is situated
Civil war and received an honorable on Vermont avenue, almost on the
discharge, and who was wounded in corner of H street, opposite Lafay
battle or in line of duty and is now ette square. Diagonally across is the
litfit for manual labor by reason there- famous ihome of Dolly Madison. Three
of, or who from disease or other stately residences formerly occupied
causes incurred in line of duty re- the ground where the main body of
sulting in his disability is now un- the hotel now stands. One was occuable to perform manual labor, shall pied by William Pi Marcy, secretary
be paid the maximum pension under of state under Franklin Pierce; anthis act,
$3tt per month, with- other by Lewis Cass, Buchanan's secout regard to length of service or age. retary of state, and a third by Pever-dThat any person who has served
Johnson, minister to England. The
60 days or more in the
military or H street front of the hotel consist
naval service of the United States of a union of the former residences
in the war with Mexico and has been of Charles Sumner and Samuel C.
ihonorably
therefrom, Pomery, who was United States sendischarged
shall, upon making like proof of such ator from Kansas.
service, be entitled to receive a pension of $30 per month.
All of the aforesaid pensions shall
Poor appetite Is a sure sign of imcommence from the date of filing of paired digestion. A few doses of
the applications in the bureau of pen- Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
sions after the passage and approval Tablets will strengthen
your digesof this act: Provided, that pensioners tion and improve your appetite. Thouwho are 62 years of age or over, and sands have been benefited by taking
who are now receiving pensions un these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.
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Every pore and gland of the skin Is employed in the necessary work of
softening and cleansing It, and regulatpreserving its smooth, even texture, This
is done by an evaporation through
ing the temperature of our bodies.
each tiny outlet, which goes on continually day and night. When the blood
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Impurities also pass off with the natural
nature irritates and inflames the skin, and dries up its natural oils, causing
rash, or hard, scaly skin affection.
pimples, boils, pustules or some itching
and
S.S.S. cures skin troubles of every kind by neutralizingacid-heat-the acidscircuthe blood. S. S. S. cools the
removing the humors from normal
strength and thickness, multiplies its
lation, builds it up to its
Then the skin,
nutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it in every way. acrid
matter, is
Instead of being irritated and diseased by the exuding
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
S. S. S., the greatest of blood purifiers, expels all foreign matter and surely
aires Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum and all other diseases and
It removes pimples, blackheads, and other unaffections of the skin.
and assists in restoring a good complexion.
sightly blemishes from the skin medical
advice desired free to all who write.
Book on Skin Diseases and any
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
ed
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and meUtm surface favors
o rfto and largely pre!
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
vents the lose of water by surface
Jraloage
Ntsk
Harrow May Be Used at
The Ideal soil mulch is produced by
loosening the surface soil as soon as it
for
Packer.
Substitute
Santa Fe, N. M May 20. The Bents dry enough to cultivate after the
eficial Life Insurance company of Salt
rain. The mulch should be mellow
and dusty.
Lake City, Utah, has filed Its applica
sntial That Sufficient and Proper and granular, nota pulverent
"dost" mulch which
Avoid producing
tion with the department of insurance
Cultivation Be Given to Destroy
results from harrowing very dry soil;
for admission to do business in New
Weeds More Important Than
soli Is likely to blow. Also, the
such
Mexico.
The company was Informed
Soil Mulch.
smooth finely pulverised surface left
that an examination of its affairs
by continuous light harrowing really
would be required before a license (By PROF. A. M. TEN KTCK, Superindefeats the purpose of the cultivation,
Statendent Fort Hare Experiment
alnce soil in such condition will shed
could be granted.
tion.)
When land la allowed to lie for a heavy rains, causing a waste of water
Dam Inspection
considerable period after plowing be- which should have been stored In the
At Springer the Fanners' Develop- fore
the crop is planted, the settling soli, anl the surface often becomes tooc
ment company dam was inspected. of the soil,
fine and compact, preventing the prop-with the surface cultivaaeration of the toil, and producing
Considerable difficulty from the high tion to preserve the mulch and the
winds was experienced by this com- cementing due to rain, usually causes an unfavorable seed bed condition.
Additional free board and ad- the soil to repack and firm up to a Thus during the interval between
pany.
U often advisable to use the
ditional riprapping will be required by sufficient extent to make a good seed crops, it
Acme harrow or the disk, or spring-toot- h
bed.
the state also the removal of shale
barrow. In order to keep the surThe use of the packer is most esmaterial in the upper portion of the sential on late
of
face
the soil open and mellow.
when
spring plowing,
dam.
the purpose is to plant at once after Dlaking and Dating Versus Plowing.
A new method for preparing the
Judgment Against Insurance Company plowing. It Is not necessary to uss
A demand for the payment of a
the subsurface packer on fall plowing seed bed is now coming Into general
In preKansas.
bond was transmitted through which Is not Intended to be planted practice lc western
the plan Is to
the N'ew Mexico department of Insur- until the following spring, but for sow- paring land for wheat,
list the
with the ordinary corn
ance to the Title Guaranty and Surety ing fall wheat, if the plowing precedes lister aa ground
soon after harvest as possible.
the sowing by a very short interval,
company of Scranton, Pennsylvania. the subsurface packer may used very The lister furrows are run about three
The demand was made by the firm of advantageously.
to three and a half feet apart, very
Marron and Wood, attorneys of
The principle Involved in the use ol much the same as when the lister is
for a judgment secured in the the subsurface packer Is correct, and used for planting corn. Later, when
case .of J. Dailey, et al, vs. G. E. the lighter the soil and the greater the weedt have started, the soil li
its tendency to remain loose the mors worked back lntc the lister furrows by
Fitzgerald, Nathaniel C. Foster et al.,
becomes the use of the sub means of a harrow or disk cultivator.
in the district court and affirmed on necessary
Several cultivations are usually re
surface packer or similar implement,
apeal in the state supreme court May In order to prepare a proper seed bed quired by the harrow and diek harrow
6
The Insurance company will now
In plowing under trash or manure, In order to level the Held and bring
be requited to pay amount cf the
uhsurfacing packing, by pulverising It into good aeed bed condition. Once
sifts over with the disk cultivator Is sufjudgment or have Its licenses revoked. the bottom of the furrow-slice- ,
coarse trash and ficient, the further work necessary to
the
soil
the
through
Inspected Camlno Real
causes a better union with the sub- prepare the saed bed being given with
In connection with new road work soil
below, so that the capillary watei the common harrow.
Mr. Miller went over the Camino Real
located between Mora and Hayado
CONSERVE MOISTURE IN SOIL
with a view of determining the character of construction necessary and
Ground Which Is Kept Loose on Top
quality of labor desired. The road conWill Evaporate Less Water
ditions there present remarkably good
Than Land That Is Packed.
conditions favorable to convict labor
(By E. B. HOUSE Colorado Agricultural
and inasmuch as this is part of the
College.)
Camino Real and follows the old Santa
fact that ground
It Is a
Fe trail it may be possible in the
which Is kept loose on top will evapnear future that some work will be
orate much less water than a soil
which is packed on top. The moisdone to open this road between these
ture which escapes into the air is
two sections making travel from Raabsolutely lost, so far aa the plants
ton to Cimarron very easy to Las Vegrowing In that particular field are
gas and going throughout of the most
concerned, and If anything can be
beautiful sections of the state.
done to hold this moisture in the
ground so that It may reach the roots
Secured County
of the growing crop, It is of course
At a meeting of the board of trade
the thing to strive for, and will prove
of Mora, $1,000 was secured as
a benefit to the plant growing in the
from Mora county, this money
field.
to be expended in
with
Some years ago one of the reprethe road commission in what is known
sentatives from the Agricultural colfarmer
lege was visiting an
as the Mora lane, a road which at
showed
the
farmer
and
in
the
country,
practically all periods of the year is
him a field of wheat which Illustrated
almost Impassable owing to the seepthis harrowing in a remarkable manage and bogs which are located In that
ner.
section. This road will be graded up
A storm had passed over that section of the country and about 1
and tilled high enough to allow for
Inches of rain had fallen. It had been
drainage and to keep the road bed
a
dashing shower and had packed the
dry. One thousand one hundred dol
surtoce of the ground considerably.
Prof. A. M. Ten Eyck.
lars was also secured from San Miguel
The grain was from 4 to 6 Inches
county with which to culvert and may be drawn up into the surface soil high, and the fanner had been advised
bridge the new road recently con- whereas, if a heavy coat of stubble ol to harrow the field to prevent evap
structed, when the road from Las Ve manure plowed under in this way it oration. He sent his hired man to do
who hitched on to the hargas to Mora will be put in first class left without packing or pulverizing, the work,
row and dragged It diagonally across
furrow-slicto
the
is
out
and
apt
dry
traveling shape.
the crop that is planted on the land the field of wheat and then around
Convicts to Santa Rosa
6 or 8
may be injured by a short interval ol the outside of the field some
He then became disgusted
times.
Inspection of construction works dry weather.
because
it appeared
on Ute Creek in Union county was
By setting the disks rather straight with the work
also made. Road matters at Santa and weighting the harrow, a disk har- that he was dragging out so much
to the
Rosa in Guadalupe county was taken row may be used as a substitute for grain, and reported the fact disconordered
the
who
work
farmer,
a
up by Mr. Miller in connection with the subsurface packer, resulting in
tinued.
firming effect at the
the board of trade at that place. A pulverizing andfurrow-sliceBy the time the grain had headed
,
bottom of the
may
largeroad was gone over between Santa
marks of the harrowed sections
the
in
the
results
ly accomplish
be plainly seen. The place
could
Rosa and Puerto de Luna and convict preparing a proper seed bed.required
It Is uscamp now available and in opera- ually advisable to weight or ride the where it had been dragged diagonally
field
tion will be removed to Santa Rosa common straight-toot- h
harrow in or- across8 the 10 inchesproduced grain al
than thai
or
least
to
It
cause
to
der
stir and pulverize on either side whichhigher
probably the first of next week. The
not been
had
county commissioners are to put up the soil deeper andIs prevent-- the "disk harrowed, and along the edges of the
effect which
to
esult
from
ing"
apt
considerable money in the construcfield the grain was In like condition
harrowing.
on that portion of the field
tion of this road and the first step to- light
The cultivation necessary, after The grain
wards actual construction of a Camino early plowing, to destroy weeds, in my that had not been touched by the harrow was not to be compared with thi
Real for the Pecos valley, which even- experience has usually been sufficient
harrowed grain, either In appearance
to
and
settle
the
can
run
seed
bed.
of
from
the
line
state
pulverize
tually
size of plants or heads of grain. Th
Texas to Las Vegas will be started. For the early cultivation after a good yield from the harrowed portion wai
Thi is exceedingly important in this rain and after the weeds have start- practically double that from the un
ed, there 5s no i!tnlment superior to
respect that a start has been made the disk harrow; the double
disk
It simply shows that the harrowing
which later may be continued and in which gives two cultivations and
and loosening of the surface soil, ever
come
to
of
will be the resultant
years
leaves the ground level, being pre- though It did destroy some of th
a finished highway throught that sec- ferred. For later cultivation the comconserved the moisture and
mon harrow or the Acme harrow plants,
tion of the country.
benefited those plants that were lefl
should be used with the purpose of In such a marked
degree that it mate
not loosening the ground too deeply rlally Increased the yield from that
just previous to planting or seeding.
field, and shows that this practice:
IN SESSION
MANUFACTURERS
It Is essential that sufficient and could be employed to advantage bj
New Yoil-- .
Hev.esenta
May 2)
proper cultivation be given to destroy the farmers of Colorado.
Tves of tho business interertt of the weeds. This is more Important than
cou.tty from nearly every mats f tb to maintain a soil mulch since weeds
exhaust both the soil moisture and the
union assembled at the Waldorf-Astoriavailable plant food. If a proper soil
today for the opening sessions mulch is
maintained, however,
the
of the manufacturers'
association. weeds will be kept In
subjection. In
Today was devoted principally to ex- the Ideal system of culture the purecutive business, but during the next pose is to keep a mellow soil mulch
two days the manufacturers will dis on the surface of the land all the time,
cuss a wide variety of subjects. Pres- not only during the growing of the
but also In the Interval between
ent economic conditions, and the de- crop,
Tiie disk will never take the place
harvest and seeding time. Thus, aft-e- r
in
the
past year
velopments during
the corn is planted the land Is cul- of the plow.
Many pastures fall because they are
such vital activities as labor, politics, tivated with the weeder or harrow In
not made right
currency reform, industrial relief, and order to break the surface crust and
Bees were In America when the
trade education will be given atten- prevent the loss of moisture, and fol- white man first came.
out
same
the
harthe
lowing
principle
tion. Employers' liability and workIf not moldy sorghum is an excelrowing or work with the weeder la
men's compensation will be exhaust continued
after the grain or corn is lent root forage for all stock
To Insure nice, smooth fruit, tomaively discussed, also the national up, and during the growing period,
be grown on stakes.
eight hour bill and the Clayton bill frequent cultivation is required for in- toes must field
Oats and
peas should be sown
contertilled crops.
providing trial by Jury in certain
as early In the spring as possible.
Again, after the crop Is harvested,
tempt cases. At Wednesday's session
Oats should be sown early, just as
the election of officers will take the cultivation Is continued; the land soon as the land can be made ready.
is plowed at once or listed, or the surKeep all the tools that are used
place. John Kirby, Jr., ot Dayton. O., face of the soil is loosened with the
around the barn In convenient and
whose term as president of the asso- disk barrow, and thus the land Is
kept safe places.
ciation expires, is not seeking
continually in a condition to not only
A definite plan of rotation will
help
but it is probable he may be prevent the loss of water already
build up the soli and Increase the
you
stored in the soil, but also this same
pressed to serve again.
to
yield from year
year.
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SANTA FE
IT HAS JURISDICTION OVER CATHOLIC AFFAIRS IN COLORADO
AND ARIZONA

clergy 11 vn on the offering of
fnl without regular saharie.
tlon, when the diocese waa erected.
was limited to the teaching la fiP-isexclusively, of the primary elements of religion, reading and writing, by either the priests or lay teachers. Today there are in the diocese
a college for boys (Santa Fe) ; a high
school (Albuquerque); eight academies for young ladies; two boarding
schools for Indian; parochial schools
in Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Las Vega
Bernalillo, Jemez, Pena Blanca. Folaa
with
and
Roswell
Gallup,
som,
average, dally Increasing, of 4,000 children under Catholic care, despite the
poverty of the people, and the moneyed competition of the Preabyterlaa
and Methodist missions, which har
selected New Mexico aa a field ot
operation. There is also in the diocese an orphan asylum for girls, and
four sanatoria with hospital annexed,
conducted by sisters, at Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Las Vegas and RoswelL
The flourishing condition of the diocese
is due to the zeal of Archbishop Lamy
(1S85-M(1850-85- )
; Archbishop Salpointe
Archbishop Chapelle (1894-97Bourgade
Archbishop
who built the cathedral at Tucson, and
); and
Archbishop Pitaval (1909
the pioneers: Very Rev. P. Eguillon,
Revs. G. J. MJMchetboeuf
(afterwardn
bishop of Denver), J. B. Salpolnto,
Gabriel Ussel, J.
Coudert, A.
J. B. Ralliere, J. B. Fayet, J.
Flalon, C. Seux, A. Morcnegu.
The relations between the church
and the state authorities- are harmoni-us- .
Mats is said and Xathechlam
taught at the penitentiary and at the
government Indian school; at every
legislature a Catholic priest la chosen for chaplain and In nearly all country schools the teachers are Catholic.

The first complete and authentic
history of the archdiocese of Santa Fe
la contained In the recently issued thlr
teenth volume of the Catholic Ency- clpedla The early day strivings of
the Catholics in this picturesque coun
try are graphically described and the
rise of the diocese from its humble be
ginning to its present important position has been traced at length. Hu
man interest stories illustrating the
general scope and Influence of the ec
clesiastical, educational and charitable
work of the archdiocese have been
compiled by the greatest authority on
this subject. Considerable new information will be found in the following
excerpts taken from Its pages:
"The archdiocese of Santa Fe, In
New Mexico, was erected by Plus IX
in 1850 and created an archbishopric
in 1875. It comprised at first the three
territories of New Mexico, Colorado
and Arizona, detached from the diocese of Durango, Mexico. Since 1868
it has been restricted to the larger
portion of New Mexico. Suffragans:
the bishops of Tucson and Denver.
The Catholics number about 150,000
of whom 12,000 are pueblo Indians
(Tiguex and Qulrix) ; the majority of
the remainder are of Spanish descent.
There are 50 parish churches and 350
mission chapels most of them built or
thoroughly repaired since 1852; these
are attended by 70 priests, 50 secu
IN SESSION.
UNITARIANS
and
lars and 20 regulars (Jesuits
May 20. Morning
Boston, Mass.,
Franciscans) ; each priest is a missionary in charge of from six to ten scat- prayer in King's chapel opened the
tered missions some of them very far regular meeting of the eighty-aeventapart. Of the priests, there Is but anniversary week of the American
one native; the others are French, Unitarian association today. Later in
Belgian, German and Italian. Their the forenoon Rev. Jenkin IJyod
ministerial work is governed by the Jones of Chicago addressed the andecrees of the Baltimore council and nual meeting of the Ministerial union
of the diocesan synods; they have ec In Canning hall. Dally sessions will
clesiastical conferences and annual re- be held during the week and the antreats; they form also among them niversary is expected to be one of the
selves a Clergy Relief union. Incor- most memorable ever held by the aTf
porated, and they are aided by 160 sedation.
religious; Christian brothers, Sisters
of Loretto, Sisters of Charity, Sisters
ot the Most Blessed Sacrament, Sisters of St. Francis and Sisters of the
Sorowful Mother.
"Despite the increase in recent
years cf English-speakinpeople and
the exclusive teaching of English in
the schools, the diocese at large is still
a Spanish-America- n
community. The
assimilation of Mexicans and Indians
with the Americans, desired by some
and dreaded by many, is an arduous
task. All the priests speak both English and Spanish, besides the other
languages; but Spanish today is and
must be used in the confessional and
Protect your eatable this hot weathfrom the pulpit, except in a few cities er by having plenty of our Ice in your
(Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, refrigerator. Our Ice Is Pure In qualRaton and Roswell) where both lan- ity and Reasonable in price. All dellv-le- s
are made promptly and in a propguages are used. Likewise some of
the old Spanish customs are re- er manner. Remember, in ordering
tained such as the administration of Ice, to order from
confirmation to infants.
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
"Roman non objicente," the privil- Phone 227 Main.
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STATE ENGINEER ASSURES MAY
OR TAUPERT THAT DIRT SOON
Emm
WILL FLY

po torflce at
Vegas, New Mexioo, for transmit

fettered at the

through the United States malls
Work on the Mora-La-s
Vegas road
Sooood class matter.
will be resumed on the near future
beginning at the Mora end, according
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
to a letter received by Mayor Taupert
Dally, by Carrier :
from State Engineer C. D. Miller
I .05 The letter stated that Mora county had
Per Copy
16
One Week
paid in its share of the expense, f 1,000
M
Om Month
and that It is up to San Miguel coun
7.50
Oae Tear
ty to pay in its Quota, which amounts
Dally by Mall
to 51,100. Mr. .Milltr also stated that
W.00
One Tear
Good Roads Engineer W. R. Smythe
3.00
Six Months
had been instructed to draw plans for
the much needed bridge over the MoWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ra river near Watrous. Mr. Smythe's
GROWER
services will be furnished gratis, but
.,42.00 It will be up to the
Oae Year
boosting
.V IM i he bridge propositionpeople
lz Months
to raise the
ROash In Advance for Mai Subscrip necessary funds. It is believed they
will be available soon, as the good
tions)
Remit by draft, ohecjf or money roads boosters are taking kindly to
If sent otherwise we will not the proposition for the erection of a
Order.
bridge, now that Its necessity has
e responsible for losis.
been
rVree
proved.
on
applicat
Specimen coplei
The Mora-La- s
Vegas road was
ion
nearly two years ago but was
completed, owing to the slowness
1IX PAPERS DISOONTINUKD AT
of the two counties in paying in their
THB EXPIRATION OF TIME
share of the estimated cost. Now
PAID TOR.
that the money is assured the good
Advertisers are guaranteed the roads commission will lose no time
In completing the work.
Many of
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northwestern the grades already have been made
and the highway is expected to be a
New Mexioo.
triumph of engineering skill. Its comTELEPHONES
pletion will mean a great deal to Las
Main 2 Vegas and Mora and the people living
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9 between the two cities. It was through
NEWS DEPARTMENT
the activities of Mayor Taupert and
County Commissioner John H. York
MONDAY, MAY 20, 1912.
that the state engineering department
was induced to become interested once
more in the Mora-SaMiguel road.

SOME CLASSY BOUTS
WILL
STAGED AND JIM FLYNN
WILL APPEAR.

the
of Trinidad,
Uliavez
champion bantamweight hoxer of the
Rocky Mountain district, wiii eci
Kid Williams, the Ios Angeles pugi
list, In an eight round mill, and Kid
Burns of Chicago, and Roy KlacKweli
of Peoria, two fast welterweights, aro
booked for six rounds. Jack North
and Ed Hanson, two game scrappers
of the Meadow City, will go on for
four rounds, and Ray Lynch of Pueb
lo, and Jess McLean, of Kansas City,
will box four rounds.
Flynn will be the big attraction ol
the evening, 38 the Las Vegas ring
followers are anxious to see the
Pueblo fireman in action and get a
line on what the bfft fellow has. TIip
a
s
bo it cliould
i
fast one and this oair no doubt will
also prove a drawing card. The proceeds of the ent ftvnment will be
turned over to tho bVWtlAll
Chavez-William-

n

MISS DRESCHER
WITH
WHEN
YOU

IJIUPD

WILL BE

f

HERE

HER PARENTS

eaking attendance marked the open

ing here today of the annual convention of the Associated Advertising
Clubs of America. President George
W. Coleman called the gathering to
order and addresses of welcome were

WILL THE WEDDING BE?
delivered by Governor Colquitt and
WILL HAVE TO ASK
Mayor Holland.
JACK CURLEY

NO BISHOP ELECTED.
Accompanied by her parents. Mr.
Minneapolis, May 20. No election
and Mrs. W. C. Drescher, pretty Miss
Marie Dreaeher, the fiancee of Jack resulted on the sixth ballot in the
general conference for bishop of the
Curley, promoter of the Johnson-FlynMethodist
Episcopal church, it was
bout, arrived
yesterday afternoon
WILL TESTIFY TO RECEIVING
from her home in Denver. The Dres announced today. Dr. W. O. Shepard
BRIBE TO VOTE FOR ACQUITchers were met at the station by Mr. of Chicago retained his position as
TAL OF M'NAMARAS
of
Curley and, after dinner at the Casta- - high man, with 423 votes, a drop
from the fifth ballot. Necessary
were taken to the Flynn quar-'er- s
neda,
Los Angeles, Calif., May 20. George
In Curley's big touring
car. to elect 500.
N, Lockwood, rancher. Civil War vetThe seventh ballot was taken to
Whether or not the wedding is to oceran, and last fall a prospective juror cur this
as the Denver papers day and outcome probably will be anweek,
in the McNamara case, Is expected to
have been stating for several days, nounced at adjourned session this
take the stand as a witness against could not
be learned, Curley and Miss evening. Dr. N. Luccock, of Kansas
Clarence S. Darrow some time tomor- Drescher
but refusing to talk City, held this position as second
smiling
row and tell about the bribe of
when questioned regarding the report. high man on the sixth ballot with 350
14,000 given him by Bert H. Franklin,
Mr. and Mrs. Drescher intend to votes.
then a detective in the employ of the
the summer in Las Vegas. For
spend
McNamara defense. It was Lockwood
the present they will reside at the
who is alleged to have Implicated the Castaneda hotel. Later
they expect LORIMER TO KEEP
Chicago lawyer in the attempt to buy to take a house. Mrs. Descher said last
his veruR-- should he have been se nihf after
returning from a trip over
lected as a Juror In the McNamara the BCenic
highway, that she was SEAT !N THE SENATE
case.
greatly pleased with the mountain
Prosecution and defense expected
scenery and was greatly Impressed
that the two jurors required to com- with the beauties of the city.
(Ccatlnued From Page One)
plete the jury could be selected today. The Dreschers are leaders in an ex
The special venire ordered by Judge clusive society set In Denver and strong presumption at least that its
IIultoir Saturday was summoned to Colorado Springs and will be an addi- payment had some connection with
be present in court this afternoon, but tion to the social circles of Las Vegas. the election of Mr. Holstlaw to the
it was not thought that many of them Everybody Is wondering when the senate of Illinois."
Taken altogether, the committee
would be required.
wedding Is to take place. Evidently
Of the two talesmen In the box the only Curley and the Dreschers know said, the testimony indicated to it
examination of whom was not com and they are not saying anything. that Mr. Iorimer's election Was the
An
result of political conditions and not
pleted Saturday, C. E. Price of Los
Curley expects to leave for the Pacia
to the corrupt use of
made
before
adjournment,
fic coast this week and It Is thought attributable
geles,
statement to the court that he had not unlikely that he will take a bride money. It dwelt upon the statement
a strong opinion. Attorney Rogers with him, converting the journey into that not a single witness had reflectlor the defense challenged him for a honeymoon trip. It is certain that ed upon Senator Lorimer personally
cause, but the state denied the chal no one can criticize Curley for falling and that no testimony existed as to
locked in
love with Miss Drescher she is a a single indiscreet remark or improplenge ind Price was ordered
er action on (his part.
up with the others over Sunday.
charming young lady, petite and
As to general corruption funds in
1
.
. f ; (i
the Illinois legislature, it was said
&
of the exAflTILLFRY TO MARCH.
SONS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION that without definite proof
of
a
istence
. ..
pot, the
specific
Wvo. March 20.!)-- jack
Boston, Mass., May 20. Boston is
n only report that a genracb-itii- ts
of the Fourth field :u:ij entertaining for two days a large committee
n a
eral belief exists among many classes
lerv at Fort Russ-- ll will sra t
gathering of men whose proud boast
that
in
march
corruption funds have been more
early
200 miles practice
it is that they are descended from
or less common with legislation in
announcement
to
according
The
of
stock.
occasion
revolutionary
June,
that state."
rrmrte today. The line of march will the gathering is the twenty-thiranColorado
Springs
Minority is Sarcastic
Denver.
nual congress of the national society,
inrio
I
The minority in its conclusions arSons of the American Revolution,
Pueblo. Alamosa, Montevlsta,
Mnrt
tjKe City, Gunnison, Buena which began today with headquarters raigned Edward Hines and declared
vllle, Georgetown.
Lead
at the Hotel Somerset. The business their belief that he "was an accessory
Vista,
sessions 6t the' congress are being to the corruption which resulted in the
G A. R. OF WEST VIRGINIA.
held In Fanuil hall ana the Old election of William Lorimer to the
20.-- Thls
senate."
W.
May
Va.,
South
Mannlngton.
masting house.
an
"If bribery can not be proved in
the
for
attire
city la in holiday
senate by confessions of the bribe
the
orana
West
Virginia,"
of
S.
D.,
reunion
Leroy Thicker, Watertown,
nual
then the conclusion is Irresisttakers,
reunion
"I
The
suffered with rheumatism
says:
Army of the Republic.
contin- for over eight years, and it seemed at ible that only express contracts of
and
tomorrow
will be opened
Indications point times I would go crazy with pain. bribery, duly authenticated
by witued until Friday.
Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills nesses, can establish that crime to
and
veterans
o
to a large attendance
cured my rheumatism and I gladly re- the satisfaction of the senate of
the
their friends from all parts of the commend ,tfcV5lnr$- - 0 Shaefer, Red United
States," declared he miuoriiy
Cross Drug Co.
Ftate.
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MEN AT DALLAS.
May 20. A record- -

viva-clou-

1

d

GRAFT
n,

HIM LONG TIME

New
S.
York, May 20. Chester
BE
Morey, of Denver, a dominant figure

ies.
Benny

11

18 CHARGED
May 20 Represent- Uv flLkin of New York, has introdu-TO TELL THE STORY eiM resolution which would direct
Seetary Wilson to report to the
hofce the circumstances under which
C. 8. MOREY, COLORADO
SUGAR hif son, Jasper Wilson, was appointed
a reputed salary of 510,000 aa an
KING, GIVE8 LIST OF HIS

TOOK

C0MPANIE8

Next Saturday night what promises
to be one of the classiest boxing eu
tertainments ever staged in the state
will be put on at the Duncan opera
houpse for One benefit of the Las Ve
gas ball team. Bouts between
known boxers of the southwest are on
the program for the evening's sport
and Jimmy Flynn, the white hope
will give a four round exhibition with
his sparring partner, Al Wil'iamp
Jack Curley, the big promoter, will
events and Charles
referee the
O'Malley, who has been managing the
Las Vegas end of the Johnson Flynn
bout, will act as master of cerenion

ADVERTISING
Dallas, Tex.,

MONDAY, MAY 20,

In the beet sugar industry for the last
first
decade, was the government's
witness today in the taking of testimony In the dissolution suit against
the American Sugar Refining company
and others alleged to constitute a
monopoly in restraint of trade. Before calling Mr. Morey, Assistant District Knapp introduced documentary
evidence to show that Mr. Morey had
been president of six beet sugar companies in Colorado, all of which were
organized in 1901-0- 3 and dissolved simultaneously on April 29, 1907. These
companies were the Great Western
Sugar company, Greeley Sugar company, Eaton Sugar company, Long-mon-t
Sugar Manufacturing company.
Fort Collins, Colorado Sugar company
and Windsor Sugar company.
Mr. Morey gave his occupaiiou as
"president of the Great Western Sugar company" an office, he said, he
had held since 1908. He was also
president, he said, of the Sterling
Sugar company and might have been
president of another company he
was not sure.
Ml-- .
Morey also said he had been
president of the Morgan County Con
struction company from its organization to the present time, and he was
president of the Billings Sugar com
pany. Most of these companies were
capitalized at from 5350,000 to 51,an
Be
for
taking
500,000.
apologized
unusually long time to answer questions as to the date of his becoming
president of the various companies, explaining that there were so many con
cerns he had forgotten the dates.
Referring to a tabulated list of his
connections with numerous concerns,
he was able to recall that he was
president of the Great Western Rail
way company and the Northern Con
truction company. More than an
hour was consumed In giving a list of
the offices he held and the dates he
assumed them.
"Were you general manager of the
Great Western Sugar company, a
New Jersey corporation?" asked Mr.
Knapp.
"Yes; almost from its incorpora
tlon."
"What factories does the company
operate?"
"The Eaton, Greeley, Windsor, Fort
Collins, Loveland, Longmont, Sterling,
Brush and Fort Morgan plants In Colo
rado. They have a capacity of from
six hundred to 1,200 tons of sugar.
The Billings Sugar company has a
plant at Billings, Montana, and the
Scotts Bluff Sugar company at Scotts
Bluff, Nebraska."
"Do any other companies operate in
Colorado?"
a number
"Yes, there are quite
there 17, I believe."

JUST LIKE THE MEN.
Washington, D. C, May 20. The
holding of "harmony feasts" is no
longer to be regarded as the special
prerogative of the political leaders of
the. male sex.
That the women can
play the harmony game just as auc
cessfully as the men was clearly
demonstrated today in the big banquet room at Rauscher's, where several hundred women dined together
and bowed and smiled and exchanged felicitous greetings, notwithstanding the fact that the political ambitions of a goodly number of them
or, to be more exact, the political ambitions of their husbands are know
to point in so precisely the same direction that a feeling of jealous rivalry might naturally be expected.
The women were all wives of democratic leaders of national prominence and the oecasloiv of the gatherbreakfast In celeing was a May-tim- e
bration of the birthday anniversary
of

Madison.
Mrs.
Champ
of the speaker of the
houjfe; Mrs. Henry 1). Clayton, wife
of Representative
Clayton of Alabama, and Mrs. Oscar W. Underwood,
wife of the leader of the majority in

jjjolly
Cla$, wife

the lower branch of congress, took
the initiative in bringing the women
together for
and mu
tual acquaintanceship. The most not
able of the Invited guests Included
Mrs. Grover Cleveland, Mrs. William
J. Bryan, Mrs. Alton B. Parker, Mrs.
Adlai E. Stevenson, Mrs. Wood row
Wilson, Mrs. Judson Harmon, Mrs.
Joseph W. Folk, Mrs. John W. Kern
and Mrs. Thomas E. Marshall, all of
them the wives of men who have held
or aspired to the presidency or vice
presidency of tlhe United States.

Read The Optic.

employe of a Colorado Irrigation com- y. The resolution also would call
for the name of the person sent to
the Philippines from the United States
to take charge of agriculture in those
islands, the salary he received, and
whether his appointment was arrang
ed so that Jasper Wilson, then private
secretary to Secretary Wilson, be given the irrigation company place.
It
was referred to the committee on agrl- culure.
No

THE DUNCAN
Wednesday May 22
Extraordinary Musical Event

IGNAY HAKOLDI

Information Available

Denver. Colo., May 20. Jasper Wll
son is chief of the operating department of the Henrylyn Irrigation and

Reservoir company to which position
he was appointed more than a year
ago. None of the officers of the Hen
rylyn company could be found In Den
ver today and no information was ob
tainable relative to his apolntment.
WANTED NO MORE INSURANCE
Dutch Farmer Feared Life Company
Would Follow the Method of the

Fire Underwriters.
Judge Lawrence W. Halsey recently
told the following story:

"Speaking of insurance, that reminds me of an old Dutch farmer
It's a true story, too. The man had
bis barn insured for $500, and one day
it burned down. When the insurance
agent came around, and our friend, the
Dutch farmer, expected to get the
$500 In cold cash, he was disappointed by the announcement of the agent,
who said that his company would build
a new barn, Instead of paying the
money to him.
"Of course, the old man was sore;
be would much rather have had the
money; but he couldn't do anything
and so he became resigned to his
fate.
"Several months after that an ambitious life Insurance agent came
around to the Dutch farmer and told
him all about the advantages of havThe agent
ing one's life Insured.
proposed that the man insure the life
of his wife.
"But our friend, the Dutchman,
didn't reflect long before he said:
"No, siree, nothing doing on Insuring any more. I would look fine insuring my wife's life for a couple of thousand dollars, and then afterwards,
when she has died which God forbid
then you come around and tell me
you can find another wife for me at
much less expense."

The Great Polish Violinist accompanied by the
Eminent Bohemian Pianist

RUDOLPH POLAK
Prioes $1.00 $1.50 $2.00
The Costliest Event Ever Offered

At TheJDuncan

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and

Ve-

REPRESEH T getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted For

QUALITY

PURITY CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT"

BRAND

-

INDIAN

GIRLS

AS

SERVANTS

In Arizona They Have Been Found to
Be Fairly Skillful and Indus-

trious Domestics.

"The best domestic servants

TRY AN AD. IN THE

that

we can get in our isolated region are
Indian girls," said Mr. George A. Hurley of Flagstaff, Ariz. "These girls,

fairly skillful and moderately industrious, could scarcely be rated Ideal,
but on the whole, they are satisfactory, and In the absence of other help
we are extremely glad to get them.
Their efficiency is the result of training in the Indian schools of the reservations, and when one stops to consider their native environment and
e
rearing it is rather extraordinary that they should be as clever
and valuable as they are.
"By temperament these Indian girls
are inclined to reticence. They do
what is asked of them uncomplainingly, but they rarely smile and never
joke and are not demonstrative In any
way, with one exception. This Is when
the woman in Uncle Sam's employ;
who was their school superintendent
or teacher, comes around to make her
periodical visits In order to see how
the girls who are at service are getting on. Whenever this visitor arrives
the particular Indian maid who greets
her gives her a welcome that for an
Indian is exceedingly cordial and effusive. The girls, Indeed, seem to
cherish a real sentiment of deep gratitude for the one who first taught them
the elements of English education
and gave them their first lessons In
domestic science." Baltimore
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COLUMNS'

semi-savag-

New Office.

The

Greater Berlin
"
(county council is
the only intelligible translation available) has formally come into being
with the election of Herr Stelniger,
city chamberlain of Berlin, as
His functions will
"
be many and difficult, for the
is a league of the cities, towns,
villages and boroughs which comprise
"Greater Berlin," and is intended to
create a metropolitan area of 200
square miles, with a gross population
of 4,250,000, over which there is to be
central administrative authority. Each
community sends delegates to the
"league council, and it is this body
over which Herr Stelniger will preside. Berlin in a spirit of magnanimity declined to accept the majority of
delegates to which Its vast population entitled it, and It is content to be
voted down on occasion by a hostile
combination of lesser boroughs. The
"Verband" will not Interfere In any
respect with the individual liberties
and prerogatives of its constituent
members.
d

A SPECIAL SHOWING
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All The New Shades of the Summer Color Card Just the
Dress for Street Wear Only a limited quantity here While
they last
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NOBBY FOOTWEAR
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yield

We are showing everything that the Season has brought
forth in New Pumps and Shoes. Nu Buck High and Low
Shoes, Canvass Pumps. Satin, Patent vici, Gunmetal and

last
gain
ing v
Thi
Amal
Amer

Suede Pumps

$3.50 to $5.00
The

store of Quality"
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PERSONALS

Prescriplioaist

Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Fontaine
and Mrs. Henry Goke left this afternoon on a short trip to Denver.
Ed Kenney of Albuquerque was a
visitor in Las Vega yesterday and to

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

day.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten of Ra
ton, were visitors in Las Vegas yes

MAROONSHADTHE

press company agent, returned this
afternoon on train No. 1 from a short
OLD
business trip to Denver.
Herbert W. Clark, secretary of the
republican state' central committee,
returned last night from Santa Fe
where he had been for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Power of Guy
mon, Okla., arrived yesterday from HUNG IT ON THE DAWSON M
ERS TWO STRAIGHT BY
their home and will spend the sumSUBSTANTIAL SCORES.
mer in Las Vegas. Mr. Power, who
ot the public
is superintendent
schools in Guymon, will attend the
summer session of the Normal UniTHE MAROONS' RECORD.
versity. Mr. and Mrs. Power spent
last summer in the Meadow City an"S
May 18 Dawson,
6; Ma- having enjoyed the climate and prof
roons, 8.
ited by their school work here decld
May 19 Dawson.
4; Ms- eel to return.
20.
roons,
Standing of the Team.
Won 2; lost 0; percentage

DEAR

Henry. Time of gams
pire Jimmie Flynn.

AB.R.H. PO

...4

2b

ss
Henry, c. p
Cross, lb. o
Galgano, p. lb
Richards,
Herwig, rf.
Barclay, 3b
Sandoval, cf
McGeever,

"ZIP"

1

I

N

Um-

Sunday's. Game.

Dawson
Amboi,

TIME

2:00.

A.

E.

1

0

0

1

S
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0

4

0 2
0 1 4
0 0 19
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1

4

0
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1

4
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1
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4

1

1

0

0

0

11
2 0
4

0

GRADUATION

uJJ

m

PRESENTS

AT

TAUPERT'S

terday.
Totals ....
.32 4 4 24 17
J. J. Kelly, a harness and saddle
Maroons
AB. B, H. PO. A.
dealer of Silver City, was in Las Ve
Clark, If
gas yesterday.
6
It is Easiest to Choose
Ellis, rf
A. O. Jahren
Mound
of Wagon
5
Lyons, cf
came in this afternoon from his home
From a Full Assortment
6
Iockhart, ss
on business.
3b
6
Owens,
Mrs. G. C. Price and baby left this
6
Buckles, c
afternoon on train No. 10 for their
5
Shirley, 2b
horns in Pueblo.
5
Mclntyre, lb
A big line of commencement and
a
Kirkland,
p
1.000.
gift books for graduation presents at
ON
n
2
Barr,
store.
Murphey's drug
,
W. A. Golden of Denver and P. J.
49 20 27 17 12 3
totals
Moran, postoffice inspectors, were in
a Vegas yesterday on business.
if the team can only hit like the The score by innings:
Luis Armijo and Charles Lord
l!ll Maroons we will be satisfied
0 0 00 4 00 0 0
4
has been the continuous statement Dawson
drove to El Porvenir yesterday, spendx
20
lab
Vegas
521
of
ever
the
16302
the
fans
at
the
since
the
baseball
resort.
mountain
ing
day
Summary: Stolen bases Ambos,
State Representative George Tripp,
The
squad had its first workout.
Lockhart.
Sacrifice hits McGeever,
of
after spending several days in Las
games
yesterday and Saturday
Buckles. Two base hits Clark, 2,
KAN8AS
CITY FIRM GIVES CON with the Dawson Miners demonstratVegas, left last night for Santa Fe.
TO
FOR LUMBER
TRACT
Miss Golden Lowe and John Kinney
ed that the 1912 club is the peer of Owens, Shirley, Mclntyre, Kirkland,
Three base hits Richards,
GROSS, KELLY A CO.
went to El Porvenir yesterday, making
last year's aggregation
when it Barr.
Clark 3,Lyons.
Double
comes to wielding the stick and i
plays Galthe trip to the top of Hermit's peak.
to
Cross
to
gano
Walof
Cross to
to
statement
the
Henry,
A big fresh assortment of Liggett's
According
perhaps, somewhat better in the
and Huyler's candies just received ter L. Wilson, secretary of the Baker fielding department. The Maroons Barclay. Innings pitched by Galfor commencement week at Murphey's and Ijockwood Manufacturing com- won Saturday's game by the score of gano 5, Henry 3, Kirkland 5, Barr 4.
pany of Kansas City, Mo., which has 8 to 6. Yesterday they walloped the Hits off Galgano 20, off Henry 7, off
drug store.
a.C
RBQULAH RETAIL VALUM,
Kirkland 3, off Barr 1. Struck out
Jefferson
Raynolds, president ot the contract for the erection of the Miners 20 to 4, driving Galgano from
and our
We purchased several carload! of this beautiful dinner-waran exclusive dealffa
to
as
enabled
manufacturer
the
rive
Johnson-Flyn3,
by
Galgano
hue
2,
Kirkpure
which
arena
in
bout
large
the
by
the First National bank, left last
Henry
the box after annexing 20 hits off his
by
and a very low price. We are charging part of the coat to "advertising
of the
a
to
of
actual
coat
ask yon
the
land 5, by Barr 2. Bases on balls--off
pay percentage
expense."Is and aonly
night on a short business trip to l.u will be pulled off on July 4, work on
beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be dtrpUaated la
deceptive delivery.
of
set. It
SU In any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
than
less
for
off
quality
1,
Kirkland
1, off Barr
Henry
the structure will be begun on June 4,
Junta.
the manufacturer and ourselves.
Kirkland pitched the first five in
us Ave
1.
There Is a coupon In every sack oforLARA BEE 8 Flour. Send
Hit by pitcher Ambos. Wild
A fancy box of initial stationery just one month before the date set for
express money order, and we will
coupons and S3. 90 In caah, d rait, postal
locals
the
for
and
reuings
yesterday
and
seta
Address
beautiful
one
of
these
send
freight.
coupons
by
yon
makes an ideal gift for the young lady the encounter of the two big heavy- demonstrated that he has the goods throw, Cross. Time of game 2:00.
mittance to The Ohlna Department of the Larsbee Flour Mills Company,
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson,
Duncan.
Umpire
Mr.
also
Wilson stated
that He is not used to the
The coupons in l&kabsk s riour are aisu froou tor nogens- ouverwuw
graduate. A big line at Murphey's weights.
high altitude and
and other valuable premiums. Ask for deseript
he had closed a contract with Gross, was
drug store.
GERMANobliged to retire In tne first of
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Miahty-Good- "
Fred R. Vencill of El Paso arrived Kelly and Company for the necessary the sixth in favor of "Polly'' Barr,
-MILLED
Flour
makes
a
that
Delight
CASCARETS INSURE
Baking
Saturday night from the Pass City lumber. The Baker and Lockwood who held the miners to one hit dur
INSIDE CLEANLINESS
WSKP
FOR
and was in Las Vegas yesterday and company will import a number of car- ing the remainder of the game. H.id
SALE
penters, being unable to secure enough it not been for two costly errors In
today on business.
BY
Dr. E. T. Royer, national organizer workmen here, but will use as many the outfield Kirkland doubtless would The millions of Cascaret user never
Try a Sack You'll Like it.
Have Headache, Constipation,
of the Loyal Order of Moose, left this home mechanics as are available.
have scored a shut out. The bobbles
Biliousness or Stick
Jack Curley, manager for Jim Flynn
afternoon for Santa Fe where he will
rattled him, causing him to
slightly
Stomach.
n
and promoter of the
institute a lodge of the order.
force in a runner anc allow a couple
It is more necessary that you keep
F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division su- exhibition, said last night that the are- of
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
hits, which netted four runs. This your Bowels, Liver ana Stomach
perintendent, left last night in his na matter is now entirely out of his occurred in the fifth
inning
clean, pure and fresh than It is to
private car on train No. 8 on a trip hands.
contest
In
did
Stevens
keep the sewers and drainage of a
Saturday's
to
the
the
over
cash
"I have paid
over the north end of the division.
the hurling for the Maroons. He was large city free from obstruction
"and
said
contractors,"
they
Curley,
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of
Are you keeping clean inside with
hit freely and allowed a run to filter
the San Miguel National bank, left have given their bond for the compleover the pan on account of a wild Cascarets or merely forcing a passI
not
am
time.
in
of
the
tion
building
Saturday night on train No. 7 for El
pitch, but he got away with his game ageway every few days with salts,
Paso, where he will visit his daugh- worrying a bit about the arena, now,
never being in any particularly tight cathartic pills or castor oil? This
The
of
hands.
as it is entirel yout
my
ter, Mrs. J. H. Clary.
Cascarets immedltely cleanse and
In both games the Maroons
Charles S. Peterson of Denver, ar- Kansas City firm must have every- places.
the stomach, remove the
regulate
showed
considerable
one
class.
When
rived Saturday night from Raton, thing ready or forfeit good money, and
sour, undigested and fermenting food
two
or
weak
are
bol
spots
apparent
T
con
their
fulfill
will
believe they
y yesterday, and tnHy In t,!),H
foni atmi. takMjattxuueau
StBreu "up ur ttiu 'iftifyWti 'have 'Ifft and
Vegas on business. Mr. Peterson was tract without delay."
from
the liver and carry out of the
Mr. Wilson, before leaving for home their regular stride tne club will be
formerly a resident of Las Vegas and
system the decomposed waste matter
to
stack
plenty
strong
enough
up
to
a
representa
yesterday, exhibited
is well known over the state.
and
the best of them. Manager and poison in the intestines
OVERLAND MODEL 59 R
Mr. and Mrs. P. Carter arrived Sat- tive of The Optic a blue print of the against
bowels.
his
E.
T.
and
Plowman
man
the
assistant,
He
arena.
that
demonstrated
In
No odds how badly and
urday afternoon from their home
tpset you
limmie Duncan, have collected a
El Paso. They made the trip over- who purchases the cheapest and last
feel, a Cascaret tonight will
Telephone or call and we will have oar demonstrator
straight
to
and
it
is
fie
90 feet from the good aggregation
up
will
be
seat
only
en you out by morning.
land in their Chalmers' 40 touring
They work
fans to support the game. Yesterday while
show you.
car. Mr. Carter exects to remain in ring just the distance between first
you sleep. A
box from
were
immense
crowds
and
field.
He
on
Saturday
the
ball
second
bases
and
your druggist will keep your entire
Las Vegas until after the Johnson-Flynalso will be be only nine feet from the present at the Amusement farm. family feeling good for months.
bout on July 4.
Don't
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
Which shows that the. baseball spirit
Mrs. F. H. Pierce accompanied by surface of the ground. The arena will
forget the children their little in- has survived the long, cold winter.
sides need a good, gentle cleansing.
her son, Frederick Pierce, Jr., and sis- seat just 17,000 people. There will be
row of press seats, a number
The Honorable James Flynn umpir- too.
double
a
Mrs.
Donald
left
ter,
Tyler,
Phone Main 344.
yesterday
'vVhaien, & Fowler Props
arena seats and circus seats, ed In the opening game. Flynn surfor
afternoon
Owensboro,
Ky, of boxes,
where she will reside. Mrs. Pierce magnificent views being obtainable prised the crowd by demonstrating
that he knows all about handling an Lame back is unsually caused bv
has many friends in Las Vegas who from all of them.
to
hard
down
work,
Is
Indicator. He kept the pitchers work rheumatism of the muscles of the
getting
Flynn
regret that she is leaving New Mexi
back, for which you will find nothing
once
but manages to run in a little fun
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ball at the game between the Ma-- j also pitched the first ball. Numer
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nual convention of the Canadian AsGeorge H. Hunker returned yesterday first
urn ous people in the grandstand lost sub
sociation for the Prevention of Tuberafternoon from Clovis and a trip in roons and Dawson and afterwards
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he stantial bets as Flynn, to the astonyour culosis began In this city today with
the Pecos valley. Mr. Veeder and plred the contest. In the evening
rheumatism.
You can so n by applyand ishment of everybody, put the first
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Mr. Hunker were delegates from San attended the dance at the armory
Chamberlain's Liniment and mas- an attendance of many nofed medical
ing
Mi?uel county to the state democrat- led the grand march. Flynn, though one right over the pan with lots of saging the parts freely at each
men, public health officials and othon his feet the old
For sale by all dealers
zip.
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books at Murphey's drug store.
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erts said this morning that on his trip
...3
Chamlerlain's Tablets and finds them
he met many people who are plan...2
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
very effectual and doing he' lots of Lyons, cf
. . .4
ning to attend the summer session good." If you have any trouble with Lockhart, ss
. . .4
of the Normal University and he can your stomach o- - bowels give them a Owens, 3b
Buckles, c
...3
prophesy a successful session for the trial For Rale by all dealers
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WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main

Charles A. Spiess left last night
for Santa Fe on business.
B. W. Kelly, local Wells FarfO ex-

MAY 20, 1912.
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NEW DAINTY

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour ffi

WASH GOODS
30 inch fast colored figured
Batiste in light and dark patterns at 10c a yard.
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.

n

one-tim- e

Egyptian Tissue "Ginghams,

at 20c and 25c a yard.

Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.

Hoffman

&

ALL GROGE2RS

Graubartn

Flynn-Johnso-

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agents or The New Ue

KJe

Pstltnu

Phone Mam 104.

T

Cafe De Luxe
I
!

Jf

REGULAR DINNER

25c
SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

BRAIDS AND PUFFS

MADE

TO ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
AT TAICHERT'S

PHONE

--

VEGAS 340

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 20. First, hour irregularity became marked later on

appli-catio-

today. Reading sold
under Saturday's close, as did United
States Steel, Amalgamated Copper,
Smelting and other market leaders.
Harriman shares were relatively firm.
Maniulative tactics in specialties were
continued. Bonds were easy.
Copper shares derived no advantage
from another advance in the price of
the metal and the market became increasingly heavy and dull. Illinois
Central rose 2 points.
Business fell to minor proportions
and prices were offered at concessions. The list suffered a further set
back with a decline of four points in
Texas company.
The market closed heavy. Prices
yielded to the lowest of the day in the
last hour, Lehigh Valley losing all its
gain and other standard stocks sell school.
ing under Saturday's close.
The closing sales were:
Amalgamated Copper
129
American Beet Sugar
106
Atchison
13L4
Great Northern
119
New York Central
from coffee-drinkinH'Northern Pacific
1W
usually stops after
Reading
lUVs
Southern Pacific
a change to
170r!s
Union Pacific
70
United States Steel
United States Steel preferred ..111

the stock market

110

Shirley,

Heart Flutter

COFFEE MEN GOING TO BRAZIL.
New York, May 20. A delegation
of ten members of the American Coffee Roasters Traffic and Pure Food
Association sailed' on the steamer
Vasaria today for Brazil to iivestl-gatthe plantations in that country
with a view to bringing about a system of
among the coffee
dealers of America and Brazil, where
three-fourtof the coffee imported
Into the United States is grown. The
visit of the Americans Is in response
to an invitation from the Brazilian
government.

POSTUM
"There's a Reason"

Everybody reads Th

Optic.

2b

Mclntyre, lb
Stevens, p

3
4
4

32 8
Totals
The score by innings:

e

g

-

J. O. C. Kapp of Ocate was in Las
Vegas yesterday and today on busij
i
ness,

LAS VEGAS

12

Dawson

LolS Vegas
9 27 15

Savings Bank

4

123456789
0 2002001 16
3

0 0 0 3 0 1 1 x 8
Las Vegas
The summary: Stolen bases HenSacrifice hits
ry, Ellis, Shirley.
Sandoval, Lyons 2, Ellis, Buckles.
Two base hits Ellis, Lockhart, Buckles, Mclntyre. Three bas hits Lyons. Struck out by Richards, 4; by
Bases on balls off
Stevens, 5.
Richards, 1; off Stevens, 2. Wild
pitches Stevens, 2. Wild thro- w-

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

with the San Miguel National Back

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposts

-
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GRAIN-SORGHU-

CROPS

M

"znzr.r.x
e

la a fanners' bulletin

ya

with the UUe "Better
Crops." Issued by the Department of
Agriculture, Carleton R. Ball
presses the opinion that the Great
Plains region, where the sorghums are
extensively, gives promise of
becoming a second great feeding belt,
similar to the corn belt. The area, he
says, ts admirably adapted to growing
both stock and the necessary feeding
crops. These crops will be corn In
the regions of lower altitude and
greater rainfall, and grain sorghums
In the higher and drier parts.
The grain sorghums, says the writer
of the new bulletin, may be greatly
Improved through the selection of better varieties and the use of better
methods. The improvements will be
chiefly tn the direction of drouth resistance; earliness; dwarf stature;
productiveness, Including heads and
freedom from suckers and branches,
and Increased machine harvesting.
The improvement of the nature of
the crop may be accomplished by seed
election.
This, argues Mr. Ball,
should be the work of the boys on the
'arm. "Complaint Is commonly made."
be says, "that the children are not interested in the farm, and that many of
them leave it as soon as possible. Interest can be awakened by giving the
boys and girls something definite to
do in the way of Improving the farm
and Its products. Once started, they
should be encouraged to feel responsible for results. They should also re
celve a money return, however small,
for the Improvement resulting from
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"It is not necessary to await the
formation of a neighborhood
'corn
club" in order to Interest the boy In
electing better seed. Help him to
make selections from the year's crop,
let him prepare it for storing over
winter. Set aside a field on which he
can plant It the following spring.
Plant alongside It some unselected
seed.
Assist him In comparing the
two fields. Encourage him If striking
results are not obtained the first year.
Give him a, fair share of the profit
when profit results from his labors.
The best result will be the Increase of
Interest and knowledge In the boy."
Mr Ball's advice in this direction
Is not Intended only for those who
wish to improve their grain sorghum
crops, but to every farmer in the entire country, whether he grows cotton,
corn, wheat, rice, oats, potatoes or any
other staple farm crop.
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Some Farmers Do Not Appreciate Disk

rrecaT

F

"

Although the disk harrow Is used on
a large number of the farms of Kansas; many farmers do not use It when
It will do the most good.
The uses of the dlskg barrow are
many, and without doubt it is one ol
the most valuable implements on the
farm. It may be used to conserve
moisture, break up cloddy ground aft
er plowing, prepare hard and dry solli
for plowing, and destroy weeds after
they have grown beyond the control
of the smoothing harrow.
The best way to preserve soil moisture is to disk the land as early In the
spring as the condition of the soil will
permit. By doing this, a large share
of the water from spring rains and
melted snows Is kept from evaporating, and by changing the texture of
the top soil, to the depth the disk goes,
the surface -- oil, where roots start to
develop, will become warmer, drier,,
better aerated, and better suited to
lessen the rate of evaporation of the
deeper soil water, and will hasten the
development of weed seeds so they
may be destroyed.
The most effective way to use the
disk in the spring work is to lap the
harrow half, and In doing this the
furrow between the sets of disks will
be entirely filled and the surface will
be left level.
When labor Is scarce and the farmer
must save time, the double acting disk
should be used. This is a new Implement recently placed on the market,
and Is considered by the authorities
of the Kansas Agricultural college to
be built on a good principle. Although
it has a heavier draft, there seems
to be little doubt that it will come into general use in the near future.
Often, after plowing, a heavy rain
comes and compacts the soil, leaving
the best conditions possible for rapid
loss of this water by evaporation.
This land should be gone over with a
disk as soon as the ground will per
mit. Many farmers follow the binder
with the disk; that Is, they have the
disk run behind the binder before the
grain Is shocked. This is a good practice, as the stubble ground Is then in
the best condition to catch any rain
that might fall before plowing, and the
soil is left in such a condition that
plowing Is made much easier.
Where small grains are to follow
corn or potatoes the use of the disk
harrow will often laake th plow
but either the djsk must
be run deep or a cutaway disk must
be used. The chief objections to the
cutaway disk are that It does not pulverize the soil so well, and It Is not so
easy to sharpen as the
disk. Although It mav run dponor
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CENTRAL HOT EL
MRS. R. FLINT, Prop

Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
The Man Bay, don't you know that
gas comes from that stove you sold
me?
The Dealer Well, you didn't expect
electric lights, did youT
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ADVER-

Five

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy leu
space than two
Unas. All
advert! s merits charged
will be booked at apace
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
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Meet
every Monday
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Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
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Commander.

Harry

Martin, Keeper of
LAS VEQA8 COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
Records and Seal.
KNIQHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
ular conclave seoaaa Tsss- day In each month at Ma B. P. O. ELKS Meets second aa
sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. CD.
fourth Tuesday evening of east
month at O R. C hall
Boucher,
VlaittM
C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
corder.
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee,
H. Hunker. Exalted Ruler: D. W
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEQAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL

a

MASONS Regalar convoca--esssssf- c
Uon first Monday tn each
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OPTIC'S NUMBER,

LUOQE

A M.
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third Thursday In sash
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. R. Murray,
Secretary.
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month at Masonic Tenv
HUNKER A HUNKER
Pie, at 7:10 p. m. m. r.
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunks- H.
O.
P.
Williams,
P.;
Attorney! at Law.
Blood. Secretary.
Laa Vegas.
Naw Merles.

RAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
first and third Fridays in
LOCAL TIME CARD
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowes.
Worthy Matron; James O. RuUedge
EAST BOUND
wain i tjij people to try the three
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Bepan
120 Arrive
Secretary- - Phone Main 329,
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Gat- 9 16 p. m
No. 2..
9:10 p. m
Grand srenue
lin, of the Gatlin Institute of Trlni
No. 4.. .11:06 p m
11:10 P. m.
dad, Colo. Located at 938 Colum
No. 8..
a. m
1:25 a. B
1:15
bla avenue.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
No.
v m.
m
2:10
10..
1:45
p.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
AGENTS wanted for the best sellers
WEST BOUND
on the market. Arizona Sales 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
No.
1.
1:20 p. m
1:45 p
E.
B.
welcome.
cordially
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.
Gehring,
6:16 p
6:10 a m
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary; Nc 3
4 .40 p m
No. 7
4:50 p Th
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
eets
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First Lawyer Don't you think 11
will be useless to try to break ol
Gotrox's will?
Second Lawyer No. It'll pay m

All Kinds of Wagon and
Carriage Material

For Rent

No.

7:00

6:35 p.
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Caution on Pasturing Alfalfa.
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Woodmen
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location.
Price right. Cutler
Alfalfa should be pastured with P. M,
was successful in receiving the overGoodin, Three Rivera. N. M.
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F
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and
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fourth
Brothers.
rery great caution. In fact, the farmOne two year old red mot.
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pasture something
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Leghorns. 905
kept on It to keep the growth down.
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street.
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J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
By this method
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I. O. of B. B. Meets every
first Kidney Pills have done for Mayoi
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Hiving the
Bees
By

Clara Inei Deacon

they reacnea hlsHlne" aad'e "wrung
the neck of the old drake who was
acting as pilot The body was tossed
back on the widow's land with a grin
of satisfaction.
She discovered It,
and a day or two later the widower"!
biggest and favorite rooster lost hit
llfG while exploring a strange barnyard

Things like these do not pass tn tb
Ut.mn country
without being commented on
Pm,i
A minister in the
village three miles
When the widow Skinner sold Dei a v.
farm on the High Hill road sm talkay ofheard of onthem and drove out to
earth and good will
peace
bought another In the Red Uri,..
to men, but he rather muddled in
neighborhood she became the Htf
stead of helping things.
neighbor of farmer Roberts, widov.
"Am I going to take bis sass Just
Why they took an aversion to
because I'm a woman!" demanded
other at first sight neither or lb
the widow
"No. sir! H begun this
could explain, but an aversion th
ere
and he's got to come to me
fuss,
iFii 3nJif?. there should -- have b. and say he's sorry before I'll stop!"
neighborly frTendiinessT
"You see," said the widower when
FBrIner Roberts made up his mtr
f
it came bis turn to talk, "she nevei
In a day, almost, that be should nell
asked me a question when she cam
r borrow nor lend any tools or h
to buy that farm.
Just went right
plementa of any sort. The wido
ahead as If she's bought a farm every
made up her mind Just as quickly "'
he wouldn't be friends with a mai week in the year. If she'd been th
right kind of a woman she'd have
who threw stones at her geese IP
come to me for advice.
never
ery first day she moved in.
knuckled down to any woman yet,
There was the widower who needi
a wife, and there was the widov. wi and I'm not going to begin now."
Of course, things could not go on
would hare been much better off
a husband to manage things, anu n long without iega.' trouble
The widower picked some goosestead of taking the sensible way
berries over the widow's line, and she
it.
sauntered out that way and called
"What I want her to understand
aid the farmer to a friend, "is tha him a thief. This epithet, being overif any of her hogs git into my tate: heard by a third party, constituted
field I sh'an't spare her 'cause she It defamation of character, and suit was
While the law was delaying
brought.
a woman."
the case to let It get
the
Of course the widow beard of tn
threat, and she wouldn't have been h widow helped herself to pears from
tree
the property of the widfree-borAmerican
woman if sht ower..clearly
He was on the watch for overt
hadn't answered back.
The
"The old skeeslcks, but he hadn't acts and called her a robber.
better pick no fuss with me! The epithet was not overheard by a third
first time I find that Jumping old cow party, but she insisted on bringing
of his in my corn he'll see that I'm suit Just the same, asserting that the
man made many gestures with his
not a helpless woman."
There are even more chances tc hands as he talked.
The minister drove out from the vll- pick a fuss with a neighbor in the
This time he took anlage
country than in the city. It was not other again.
tack. He began on the widow
long before one of the widow's bogs
with:
came squealing home with a bleeding
"Mrs. Skinner, you are a lone womear. He bad rooted under the line
fence and feasted on the widower's an."
"But nobody can scare me!" was
A week later the Jumping
potatoes.
cow came home minus a horn. The her prompt reply.
"No, of course not, but how much
widow could throw a rock or handle a
better not to have cares and worries
club as well as a man.
There was a creek flowing through and troubles. You being a widow,
and Mr. Roberts being a widower, it
both farms. One day the widow's
would seem to me that "
ducks took a voyage of
up.
Mr. Taylor!" she
"Holo ??st
tram Karmer Roberta discovery
waited, until Interrupted. "Iv,know h?
would
(Copyright.

1

1MJ,

by Associated

1

ice-col-

n

seem to you. out you can save your
breath. A widow don t have to marry
some old poke of a man to keep her
rights."
"The farms adjoin, and you could
be so happy."
"Yes, the farms adjoin, but the
widow and widower don't speak and
never will!"
"if you and Mr. Roberts would sit
down together and"
But we won't! He's the sort ot
man who thinks be can boss the
earth, and I'm the sort of a woman
who can be coaxed but not be driv."
"Maybe Providence will come to
the rescue," sighed the good man as
he turned away.
She will, parson.
If She
don't there'll be about sixteen more
lawsuits before things are over with,"
Mr Roberts proved Just as stubborn.
"Parson, It hain't that I'm mean or
sot In my ways," be explained, but
it's that folks have tried to walk over
me roughshod."
"Mmutng the widowT"
"Mebbe

so. It won't do no good to go
ou and talk. She's got to be brung to
time, and Vn. going to do It if It
takes my farm."
One day farmer Roberts was legally
deputized to call on the widow Skinner and notify her to cut down a
tree which was a menace to his barn.
It was a warm June day. The widow
had two hives of bees, one of which
had already swarmed that day and
been hived, and the other was getting
ready to. The widow sat on her back
steps, empty hive waiting, and a tin
pan to drum on by her side. The
widower advanced, paper In hand and
something like a grin on his face.
He was about to be told to skate
right off that farm when the bees began pouring out of the hive that had
been waiting. Before the paper could
be presented or the widow beat her

"Just
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wadiw iTOgdf of m 'iann. ounTyWi
Sue me because you hain't man
enough to fight fair! You are in a
nice fix you are! 7
"Widow, isn't UUrs any way I can
get these bees off meT" carefully
asked the man.
"You can scrape 'em off!"
"I wish you would run for help."
"I'll do nothing of the sort!"
"But I can't stand the strain for
long."
"Then sit down to it! 1 didn't ask
you to come over here. What's that;

paper about?"
"It's a notice that yon must cut
down that tree by my barn."
"Oh, It Is! Making me more trouble, are you? Well, I'll out It down
after the bees get through with yon.
I'm going into the house now to read
the newspaper for a spell."
She had been gone twenty minutes
when she heard the widower calling.
As she appeared In the door he said:
"I shall drop dead in five minutes
more!"
"I dont think so," she replied. "Mr.
Roberts, I hain't mad at you real
mad."
"Nor I at you."
"It's Jest that we kinder mlsunder
stood."
"I think so."
"I'm a hard and willing worker, and
you are the same."
"Yes."
"I'm all alone In the world, and so
are you."
"Jest so."
"And and T"
The widower waited a long minute

and then said:
"Scrape 'em off and hive 'em up
and we'll be married next week!"

WHEN MRS. DUFF IS AT HOME

8ubtle Aroma In the Front Hall and
Conversation Over Telephone
pan, the Insects began alighting on
Alike Proclaim It.
the farmer's shoulders. He had kept
bees In his day, and he knew that to
Mr. Duff is the tenant of the second
rush at them or run away would bring
about a painful calamity. The woman floor front. His wife has been away,
retreated a few feet, and In ten min- Mr. Duff himself may be encountered
utes the hive was empty and every about in the halls. He is a large man
bee clinging to the man. He stood with a considerable girth and a face
not daring to more than wink an eye. that one knows to be youthful for his
Then the woman sat down on the age; he cannot be under thirty.
Recently the second floor hall bedooreps and began:
came
with the odor of per"Wring my drake's neck, will you! fume. fragrant
Mrs. Duff, presumably, had reSteal my gooseberries, will you! Try
Mrs. J)uff was at the
rob Jaa.at two feet of land the turned.

Y.

WVUl

telephone. Bne cans, Heiie7
very
sweetly, in two syllables. Mr. Duff
first name, It appears, is Walter, pronounced by bis doting wife also n
two syllables. "Wal-ter.- "
Mrs. Duff
bleats. It seems, In two syllables. Mr.
Duff's
middle
name evidently U
"Honey."
Mrs. Duff said over the telephone
"
that she "had been
She said
it oh, so sweetly. She bad, she cald.
taken a little walk and had stayed
"too long" and she had been away
when be had called her up. Bat she
had bad the "best little time." She

was'
har-rd.- "

when he came home from work. "Good
bye. little boy," she said.
Then she called up a creamery. Sh,

j

i

j

ward for any easts of Catarrh that
cannot be cored by Hall's Catarrh

ft (I

wanted the creamery to send her'
please, a pint of milk, and the smallest Jar It had of cream cheese How
soon could those be sent, please?
Ob-h- !
not 'til then? Well, she supposed she would have to wait
The second floor hall Is fragrant
with tbe odor of perfume.
Men Should Live Ninety-ThreYears,
Dr. W. J. Howells, E1424 Tenth av.
enue, medical expert and former superintendent of tbe insane hospital
at Medical Lake, believes In the the
ory of the eminent Chinese statesman,
Dr. Wu Ting Fang, that men can live
to a greatly increased life. Doctor
Wu places his limit at ninety-thre-e
years, while Doctor Howells believes
that eighty five years would be no unreasonable age for men to expect to
e

Mrs. WD. A. Allen. Chacon, N. M..
had so severe a cough that it nearly
cboked her to death. Mr Allen says:
"We tried many things without help1 got a boting her when by good luck Tar
Comand
tle of Foley's Honey
once and finpound. It helped her at
best medially cured her. It is the
O. Shaefer.
cine we ever used."- -0.
E. Z- - Why, Bedslla, I am sorry you Red Cross Drug Co.
think you hare to leave. Dont you
the
like us?
Henry Ferns, Hadar. Nebr., Is
Bedalla It ain't thot I dont like father of ten children and for the pst
yous. tor, but me gentlemen friends 20 years nas used Foley'B Honey and
dont like the brand of cigars you Tar Compound with the best of re-s
smoke.
sults. He tells us: "I think Foley
is the best
Honey and Tar Compound world for I
cough medicine In the 20
years and
have used it for the past
It to anyone needinK
can recomm-n- d
G. Shaefer. Red
a cough remedy."- -0.
Co.
Cross Drug
TAX PAYMENTS.

B3

all unNotice is hereby given that
become
19H. will
paid taxes of A. D.
1912, and on
delinquent on June 1.
will be sub1912,
U
and after July
The list
ject to 5 per cent penalty. made and
be
will
of delinquent taxes
1912, penalties
published after July 1.
and costs will be added, Judgment
which
recovered and property on
sold.
be
will
unpaid,
remain
taxes
9,
Dated at Mb Vegas, N. M.. May
1912.

Mrs. S. Clete (teaching her whist)
Treasurer,
Have you any diamonds?
Mrs. Newrlche Well, I guess. I've
got nearly J40.000 worth of 'em

THE OPTIC'S JOB

DEPARTMENT
turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes. It is
HAS
to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
PHONE flAIN 2

;

We, the undersigned, have known
F. Jf. Cheney for tha last 15 yean,
and believe him perfectly honorable
In all business transactions and finan-- !
dally able to carry oat any obliga-no'? made by his firm.
NATIONAL, BANK OF COMMERCE,
Hall j Catarrh Cure Is tafcn

tmf

Spokesman-Review- .

COMPANY

F. J. CHENEY ft CO,
Toledo, O

Toledo, O.
Take Hall's Family Fills for con-stlpatlon.

attain under proper conditions.
"Take most business or professional men today and they are old at
"1
sixty," said Doctor Howells.
talked with a farmer seventy-nin- e
years old, who during the last few
months whittled 25,000 shingles by
band with a drawknife. He was hale
and hearty and really looked younger
than many men of fifty." Spokane

First Preacher Do they nam
in your church choir T
Second Preacher No; they usually
wait until they get outside.

Cure.

'

going to work now, "oh! so
She was going to clean out

the bureau drawers and "that little
box," and unpack her trunk and put
away ber things. No. she would be
careful not to overwork herself. She
would see him. Walter Honey Duff,

HOW'S TMISf
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-

HER REASON

BUGENIO

ROMERO,

San Miguel County,

Read The Optic

N. M.

JpjjfllI
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DO YOU WISH

3

VERT FINE IN THE WAT OF

SOMETHING

LOCAL NEWS

J

Spanish dance at Rosenthal
Wednesday night.

hall

Lawntnowers Sharpened

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Open Bar.

CANNED TOMATOES

GALL MAIN

The W. C. T. U. will meet at the
Christian church tomorrow afternoon

t

Select Ripe Stock, Solid Pack, Full Size Large
Cans at a loderate tfrice? If so buy our

at

d

We will t3ll for your mower, oil it. sharp- en it, in fact make it better than new for

gg
4IsVJvl

379

111 eld
Ludwig Wm
Street

2:30.

Bridge

Nothing nicer for the girl graduate
than a box of fine stationary.
drug store has a splendid line.

Mur-phey- 's

White Horse Extras
WELL WORTH aoc Our price per single can
1

15c

DOZEN $1.75

IKE DAVIS
. . .

THE CASH GROCER

. . .

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood.
Street from distillery
The meeting of the Friendship club
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
which would regularly occur tomorrow, has been postponed until Tues
Send her a box of Liggett's chocoof next week.
day
lates for her graduation gift. It's the
purest and best candy made. Fresh
NOTICE.
at MurpBey's drug store.
All persons knowing themselves to
be indebted to me will please call
Hello!
Where are you going?
and
settle by May 25. Dr. E. L.
To the White Kitchen to get a good
26c meal. Home cooking. Open day
and night.
,
alderman from the
B.
F. McGulre,

on operation
fountain pen makes
stones
for gall
yesterday afternoon at
graduation gift for the young man the Las
hospital. The opera
Vegas
graduate. A good assortment at Mur
is a serious one, was sucwhich
Hon,
phey's drug store.
cessful and Mr. McGulre Is doing well.
a useful First ward, underwent

A

OUR GROWING

ACHES and PAINS

We Ache to supply your table with
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
And take great pains to please

Our Patrons

See the line of novelties for grad
uation gifts at Murphey's drug store.

The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's Me
The pupils of the Sixth and Seventh
morial church will hold its regular
grades of the Normal University,
monthly meeting at the home of Mrs.
by Miss Pearl Hutchinson,
chaperoned
avenue,
F. M. Lyon, 408 National
the
teacher, spent Saturday picnickTuesday afternoon at 2:30.
ing in Romeroville canyon. There
For sale, residence, 1016 Fifth were 21 young people in the party.
street, 3 lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur
Carl Christofferson resigned Saturgood cellar
nished or unfurnished,
Wells
and
Cheap if taken in day night as an employe of the
to enter the
Hamcompany
L.
E.
Express
Dr.
next
few
Fargo
the
days.
comemploy of the Topeka Mining
rru'nd.
mines
mica
the
at
company's
pany
Record books, graduation cards, and mill at Rlbera. Perry McDonald,
was promoted to
dainty gift books, Initial stationery, night depot agent,
Christofferson,
held
the
by
position
fountain pens, Huyler's candy,
McDonald.
Jones
matte
Earl
succeeding
nice
all
gifts.
candy,
Mur
Best assortment In the city at
Tonight in the Normal University
phey's drug store.
hall the pupils of the Instrumental
unWord was received here yesterday music department of the school,
Miss
of
Marguerite
Nelle
direction
Mitchell,
Miss
of
der
the
of the mariage
who resided In Las Vegas for several Cluxton, will give a recital. An excelmonths last year, to W. Robert White lent Droeram has been arranged, and
of Chicago. The wedding occurred in the music lovers who attend have a
corthe Windy City. While here Mrs. treat in store for them. All are
otart
wi!l
recital
The
the
in
invited.
Baily
dially
White was employed
Curio store. The wedding occurred at 8:15 o'clock.
Lig-gett- 's

i

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER

May 16.

a nleasant surprise party was giv
en last evening In honor of Mrs, Celes-tinR. Baca at the home of Mrs. Pedro Montano on the Boulevard. Twenty-two
couples of young folk were
nresent to wish Mrs. Baca a happy
birthday. Various ames were played
diirln? the evening, Ernest buenn re
V.
ceiving the first prize and Frank
Vocal
Baca the consolation trophy.
and Instrumental solos by the guests
furnished enjoyable entertainment and
dainty refreshments were served.

a

Old

Hichory
The

t..n

Everlasting

SUMMER FURNITURE
We are selling this best of all

$5.50

Quality
Not

Quantity

summer furniture at very reasonable prices.
A

out a lot of fair work means
nothing to us.

nice line of Porch Swings

J.

Turning

Is our slogan.

JOHNSEN

I

Turning out a lot, as we
are doing, of FINE work

SON

623 Douglas Ave.

means

$3.25

business,

increased

then

pleased customers,
more business and the right-

name, The
Laundry of Quality

ly earned

AT THE HOME

Our kind cost YOU no more.

OF
THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

617

81

EVERY DAY
I HAYWARB

CO. STORE

Secundino Romero, who with Mrs.
Romero, is here after a long visit to
hia ranch at El Cuervo, declares that
his lamb crop this year amounted to
over 80 per cent Mr. Romero says
other ranchers in El Cuervo neighbor
hood were equally fortunate. Those
further north, however, suffered considerable loss on account of the cold
weather and snows, according to Mr.
Romero. The Charles Ilfeld company
says It has received work from ran
chers in the Plntada district who re
port iamb crops as large as 90 per
cent. Other sections of the country
do not make such good reports and
the condition, taking this part of the
state as a whole, is not particularly

ONE WEEK MORE
LARGE NUMBER

OF PEOPLE
TENS TO AN ADDRESS BY

The Baccalaureate services of the
senior class of the Las Vegas High
school were held last night In the
Duncan opera house, Rev. Norman
Skinner delivering the baccalaureate
sermon. Dr. Skinner used as his
theme the "Watchers of the Shrine,"
applying it to the lives of the members of the graduating class. His address was eloquent and impressive
and he held the close attention of
his audience throughout.
A beautiful musical progiam was
rendered by a double quartette, composed of Miss Ethel Musser, Miss
Hazel Webb, Miss Annie Merrill, Miss
Minnie Kohn, A. R. Marwick, J. C.
Baker, Leon Guy and Donald Schoe-ney- .
The first musical number was
"O, Come Let Us Sing," and the second, "Abide With Me." Professor
J. C. Baker sang "The Rain Is In the
River" in a deep, rich voice. "America" was sung by the congregation.
The opening prayer was offered up
by Rev. N. B. Green, pastor of the
First Baptist church, and Rev. W. R.
Qulggin, pastor of the First Christian
church, read the scripture. The
benediction was pronounced by Dr.
Samuel Peiper, of Congregation Mont-ifiorThe services were attended by a
large number, the first floor of the
opera house being crowded while the
balcony was well filled. The graduating class this year which has the honor of being the largest in the history
of the High school, numbering 16, of
whom 12 are girls' and four boys, was
present in a body, occupying the first
two rows In the center of the theater.
The members of the class are Miss
Louise Wells, Miss Ruth Conrad, Miss
Alice Coors, Miss Susie Connell, Miss
Marie Mann, Miss Genevlete Molon
ey, Miss Marie Meloney, Miss Jessie
Evans, Miss Amelia Brefeld, Miss
Phoebe Hart, Miss Opal Jones, Miss
Enid McGee, Thomas Truder, Charles
Daugherty, Samuel Greenberger and
Norman Lewis.
Tonight the seniors will be guests
of honor at a banquet to be given by
the junior class at the Caseneda ho
tel. Following the dinner a reception
will be given at the home of F.
Myers, father of Miss Frances Myers,
a member of the Junior class. The
class play wllj be given Thursday
night at Abe opera house and the
commencement exercises will occur
Friday evening.

For the Choicest of

SANITARY
BAKERY

"Davis Perfect."

SEEDS 5c per pkt.

"Davis Perfect" Early White Spine, Improved

lOc'per ounce.

4

BOUCHER'S

Long Green, Boston Pickling.

Sixth
Street
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EEDSMEN

Phone
Vegas

On account of closing of schools we are going to give you
a special discount on childrens Knickerbocker Suits all this weak

Take advaniage of this opportunity and

1

"The Store of Satisfaction"
121

& FLORISTS-

m
J

fit

your boy

or'--.

Waists in all Sizes and Colors

Mm

Greenberger
Miss Jeanette Ward has been elect
ed a teacher in the public school of
San Marcial. Miss Ward will be grad

SUPERB STAG BINNER

0.

AT

C. ILFtLB HOME uated from the teacher's course of the
New Mexico Normal University next

week.
'JOHNSON8" AND "FLYNNS" WERE
USED PROFUSELY IN THE

Ed Schaf"r wtut awoia :n this morn
ing by lustxe. of the Peace U. h
Murray as an officer iu the East L.as
Sea vytt
Vegas Police deir.ment.
will serve as a night officer. Officer
Charles Kelly has resigned as a member of the police force, O. M. McC'ul-lougsucceeding him as hoss oj: the
chain
gang.
city

DECORATIONS

Guests at the hospitable table of
Herman Ilfeld Saturday evening will
never forget the enjoyable stag dinner at which Mr. Ilfeld was host and
Jack Curley was guest of honor. The
viands served were delicious, as
might be expected in the Ilfeld
household. The decorations were
unique. In the center of the table
was a big bouquet of American beau
ty roses. Above the table was de
pended a large red, white and blue
basket In which were two dolls, one
black and one white, dressed like
Jack
These represented
boxers.
Johnson and Jimmle Flynn. The va
rious accessories were served in
small dishes shaped like black and
white dolls. Those seated about' the
.
table were Jack Curley, H. W. I.Anl-ganArthur Grelner, M. M. Padgett,
Robert J. Taupert, E. T. Plowman,
Will Springer, George W. Tripp,
Charles O'Malley, H. C. Ilfeld and A.

AD

CLUB

MEETS.

Texas, May 20. Adverti'
ing men from all parts of the nation
reachedl Dallas today, each delega
tion coming with some Btartling va
riety of noise or decoration designed
to impress others with the importj
ance of the paftUuria. A&
which each hailed. It was the signal
for the beginning of the annual meeting of the Associated Advertising
Clubs of America. Prior to the pa
rade there were welcoming addresses "Jj
by Governor Colquitt and Major Hol
land. At a second business session
reports of committees were heard and
advertising men told of improvements
in their methods of work.
Julius Schneider, in an Uress on
"the organization needs of reta. ad';'
vertislng," said the great and glaring
fault of most big retail advertising
is inefficient administration due to
insufficient expenditure for organization.
"Three kinds of retail advertising
organizations to my mind seem nea
essary," he said.
DallaB,

f

C. Ilfeld.
A called meeting of the board of di
rectors of the Las Vegas hospital has
been announced for tomorrow after
noon at 2:30 o'clock. Important busi
ness will be brought before the board
for consideration and the attendance
of all members Is desired.

Aaron Rainey this morning received
the sad news that his young nephew.
Arthur Rainey, aged 9 years, had accidentally shot and killed Mr. Ralneys
Susie Rainey. aged 19. The
accident occurred in Sweetwater,
Okla., in the home of Mr. Ralney's
irothcr A J Rainey. father of the
Innocent victim of the shooting. The
bullet from the weapon struck the
girl under the right arm and she died
Mr. Rainey has
In a few minutes.
not been informed regarding the

Henry Ferns, Hadar, Nebr., is the
father of ten children and for the past
20 years has used Foley's
Honey and
Tar Compound with the beat of results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound is the best
have used it for the past 20 years anf
can recommno n to anyone nAArifne- a cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Co.

Joe Danziger, better known to his
friends as the "Merchant Prince,'
was host at a stag dinner last night
at the Casteneda hotel in' honor o!
Dr. John D. Hess, who will leave
Mr. Oan.iger's
soon for Missouri.
D
guests were Lawrence Clark, S.
C
Dr
Manuel
McWenie,
Henriquez,
Trumbull, Joiin
8. Losey, Charles
Hackett of Chicago, and Dr. Hes.

RAYWOOD'S

BUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER

The Las Vegas troop of the Boy
Scouts of America will banquet tomor
row evening at 6:30 o'clock in the
srvlnl rooms of the Y. M. C. A.. A
number of the directors of the asso
elation, prominent business men of
Las Vegas, will attend the dinner tnd
will speak on subjects of Interest and
benefit to the members of the boy
Geor ;e H. Kir-kescout organisation.
the
of
assocla't.., ill
president
talk on the "Value of the Boy t" routs."
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of
New Mexico Normal University, will
speak on "Boy the Father of the
Man." Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., will
talk on "The Value of tho Boy Scouts
to the Rising Generation," and Dr.
E B. Shaw will address the gathering
on "The Value of Recreative Camp
Life."

V

SUITS AT GREENBERGER'S

lb

OF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY

COORS GOLDEN BEER

ON

DRAUGH- TAll

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whisky

l,

Goto
25c per Dozen

PRICES ON

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

H

CUCUMBERS
PLANTS,

CHILDREN!)

DR. NORMAN SKINNER.

FR

SPECIAL

OF

LIS-

GOOD S
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The seat sale for "Aunt Jane at
Bexley" the High Scool senior class
play which will be given Thursday
night, will open tomorrow morning at Murphey's drug store. Seats
on the first floor will sell at 50 cents
and those in the balcony and gallery
will sell at 35 cents. The first dress
rehearsal of the production will occur
tomorrow night The play, a story
of college life, in three acts, is a live
one with something doing every minute of the time, and promises to be
one of the best ever staged by the
students of the High school. These
annual class plays are aiwayn good
drawing cards and this year should
prove no exception to the rule.

FOR GRADUATING CLASS

good.

EATABLE
Fresh Strawberries

Douglas

society
The Las Vegas Medical
at the
a
dinner
night
Saturday
gave
Casteneda hotel in honor of Dr. John
D. Hess, who will leave for Missouri
the early part of this week to be :4one
for an Indefinite length of time
Those present were Dr. W. E. Kaser,
Dr. H. J. Mueller, Dr. W. P. Mills, Dr
C.S. Losey, Dr. W. R. Tipton, Dr. H
W. Goeltiz, Dr. H. M. Smith and Dt.
John D. Hess.

BACCALAURATE SERMON

Faroilv Trade

Solicits

Thorn: Vegas
Wiut s, Manors

$
3

JpHvei ed Free.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come atpd Trv Your Luck

6

I
I

'

